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Introduction
The Chronic Disease Prevention Alliance of Canada (CDPAC) and partner organizations
have received grant funding from the Canadian Partnership Against Cancer’s Coalitions
Linking Action and Science for Prevention (CLASP) renewal funding initiative. The
Collaborative Action on Childhood Obesity Phase 2 (CACO2) consists of seven national,
provincial and territorial partners with expertise in policy, research, prevention/promotion
and clinical practice, as well as nine remote First Nations communities.
In Healthy Beginnings 2-5, we are addressing vegetable and fruit consumption, sugar
sweetened beverages, physical inactivity, and screen time in the two to five year age group.
This will be done by improving the resources available to early childhood practitioners and
by reaching out to parents and families with resources and key messages. We are aiming
for consistent messaging across the environments that predispose, enable and reinforce
healthy behaviours.
The Healthy Beginnings 2-5 program will target the settings where children live, learn
and play. We are providing early childhood practitioners with the resources to implement
positive health-related programming within the care setting. Games, recipes, crafts and
literacy opportunities are outlined in these documents, along with implementation
strategies and parent resources.  

Early childhood practitioners, referred to as ELPs in this manual, are encouraged to follow
the Healthy Beginnings 2-5 guidelines while making adaptations to suit their unique
resources.
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How to Use This Manual
The Physical Activity and Screen Time manual is an at-your-fingertips resource for early
learning practitioners. The games, guidelines, tips, and tools can help you facilitate an
active, healthy environment in your childcare centre.
Refer to this manual for guidance and ideas on the following:

Guidelines – these general guidelines, or your provincial or territorial regulations, should
be used in your childcare centre.

Practices – this information will help you apply the guidelines in your centre. The manual
includes resources, games, activities, key definitions, crafts and more that you can use for
planning each day.

Environment – this section provides tips on changes to the physical environment that can
prompt or reinforce physical activity practices. Learn new ideas for promoting a safe and
fun physical activity environment in your centre.
Family – these resources will help you support the families of the children in your centre.
Here you will find sample newsletters, games, tips and resources to provide to parents.

The information in this manual can help increase physical activity levels and reduce screen
time for children in your centre. This manual is meant to be flexible and provide inspiration
for creating a healthy, active environment. Adapt these games, activities and resources to
meet the needs of your centre.
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Guidelines
F amily

P ractices
Environment

Guidelines:   The Healthy Beginnings 2-5 program has adopted key guidelines
that will be used at participating sites. In your centre, guidelines can be used
to direct decision-making and programming choices as they apply to healthy
eating, sugar sweetened beverages, physical activity, and screen time.
P ractices: Healthy Beginnings 2-5 sites will be asked to adopt healthy
practices in their programs. Practices will help facilitate the implementation
of guidelines.  Practices include ideas for offering increased opportunities
for physical activity, healthier snacks and less screen time.
Environment: Healthy Beginnings 2-5 sites will be asked to create a healthy
environment for the children in their programs. This may include ensuring
that play equipment is easily accessible or posters are on the wall to
encourage healthy snack choices.
F amily: Healthy Beginnings 2-5 sites will engage the entire family by sending
home newsletters, healthy food and physical activity ideas and
communicating parent guidelines.
Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Guidelines

for Childcare
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Early Learning Practitioner Guidelines
Preschools and early childhood education centres play an important role in teaching
children and their families about healthy eating and physical activity. Active and healthy
children are better prepared to learn and can develop lifelong healthy habits. The following
guidelines have been developed based on the average amount of time a child spends in their
early childhood education facility. These guidelines have been developed based on best
practices, research, and a combination of national and provincial policies and guidelines.

Physical Activity and Screen Time Guidelines

The average child in childcare spends seven hours a day in care. Guidelines were built
based on a seven-hour day. Half-day guidelines have also been developed for children in
care three to three and a half hours.

National guidelines state that toddlers (aged one to two years) and preschoolers (aged
three to four years) should accumulate at least 180 minutes of physical activity per day. In a
full day (seven hours or more), this can be broken down to:
• 60 minutes lead by the early learning practitioner
• 60 minutes of free play/unstructured while in childcare
• 60 minutes outside of childcare

Physical Activity: Full day, seven hours
•

•
•
•
•

Children will accumulate at least 120 minutes of moderate to vigorous physical
activity daily, while in childcare.
✓ Ideally, some outdoor playtime will be included and where possible, play should
be planned across a variety of settings (e.g. backyard, playground, rec room,
park, etc.).
✓ To follow children’s natural rhythm, play in smaller sessions of 15 minutes or
longer to add up to at least 120 minutes over the day.
At least 60 minutes of the physical activity is led by the early learning practitioner.

At least two activities the early learning practitioner leads will target fundamental
movement skills (such as running, hopping, jumping, balancing, throwing, catching
and kicking);
✓ At least one skill will target throwing, catching, kicking or batting an object.
Children will accumulate at least 60 minutes of free play/unstructured physical
activity.

Avoid games where a child could be a target. Use soft equipment when throwing,
batting, kicking and catching.

Physical Activity: Half day, three to three and a half hours
•

Children will accumulate at least 60 minutes of moderate to vigorous physical
activity daily, while in childcare.

Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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✓ Ideally, some outdoor playtime will be included and where possible, play should
be planned across a variety of settings (e.g. backyard, playground, rec room,
park, etc.).  
✓ To follow children’s natural rhythm, play in smaller sessions of 15 minutes or
longer to add up to at least 60 minutes over the day.

•

At least 30 minutes of the physical activity will be led by the early learning
practitioner.

•

Children will accumulate at least 30 minutes of free play/unstructured physical
activity.

•

•

At least two activities the early learning practitioner leads will target basic
movement skills (such as running, hopping, jumping, balancing, throwing, catching
and kicking);
✓ At least one skill will target throwing, catching, kicking or batting an object.
Avoid games where a child could be a target. Use soft equipment when throwing,
batting, kicking and catching.

Screen time
•

•

•

Children will be exposed to 30 minutes or less of screen time daily while in
childcare.
✓ Alternatively, no more than 150 minutes of screen time will be accumulated
through the week in childcare. Less is better.
✓ This includes computers, movies, video games, tablets, smart phones, active
video games, etc.
Do not expose children under two years to any screen time.

Video games: If screen time includes video games, physically active games are
considered more desirable than sedentary games. Active video games do not replace
physical activity time.

General
•

All attempts should be made to avoid exposing children to marketing and
advertising.

These guidelines have been developed based on recommendations from the Canadian Society for Exercise
Physiology (CSEP) and the National Association for Sport and Physical Education (NASPE).
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Physical Activity Definitions
Physical activity can be defined as any body movement performed by the muscles that use
energy.

Fundamental movement skills are
basic movement skills. They can be
categorized into stabilizing skills,
locomotion skills, or manipulative skills.

Balancing (stabilizing) skills
involve maintaining balance
against gravity, such as holding a
front support position, or balancing on one foot.

Locomotion skills are the skills that allow children to move from one place to another
in a variety of ways such as galloping, walking, crawling, bear walking or hopping.

Coordination (manipulative) skills, sometime called hand-eye or foot-eye
coordination, involve gross motor manipulation of objects such as tapping a balloon
with a bat, kicking a ball or throwing a beanbag.

Structured/facilitated play is physically active time when a child is following movement
lead by an instructor or adult.
Unstructured/free play is physically active time when a child is moving their body in a
self-directed way.

Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Putting Guidelines Into Practice

Sedentary behaviour/time is the time
spent inactive, or not moving.  

Practices

Types of Physical Activity

Putting Guidelines Into Practice

This information supports the following Healthy Beginnings 2-5 guidelines:
• In a full day, children should accumulate 120 minutes of moderate to vigorous
physical activity daily, while in childcare.
• In a half day, children should accumulate 60 minutes of moderate to vigorous
physical activity daily, while in childcare.

Preschoolers and toddlers often alternate short bursts of activity with rest. Young children
should do many short bursts of physical activity using large muscle groups (legs, body,
shoulders, and upper arm muscles). These should add up, so that preschoolers are active
for several hours a day.  

Light Intensity Physical Activity

A preschooler should not be sweating and their
rate of breathing will not have changed.  They
should be able to maintain this intensity for a
long time.
Activities include:
• Wandering the playground
• A short, slow walk
• Playing catch

Moderate Intensity Physical Activity

A preschooler should be sweating a little and
breathing harder than normal. They will be
able to have a conversation, but should not be able to sing a song out loud while active.  
Activities include:
• Jogging and climbing on the playground
• Longer duration walks, possibly up hills, on uneven terrain, or at a higher pace
• Kicking a soccer ball with a buddy

Vigorous Intensity Physical Activity

A preschooler should be sweating and be out of breath. They should not be able to say
more than a few words without having to catch their breath while active.  Activities
include:
•
Fast-paced climbing and playing on the playground
Tag games, or other games that involve bursts of maximum-speed running
•
•
Highly active games with balls, such as relay races or kick-chase-retrieve games
Adapted from NASPE, CSEP and http://www.participaction.com/get-informed/physical-activity-guidelines/
guidelines-for-parents/guidelines-for-parents-children-5-11/
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Active Toddlers and Preschoolers

The early years are an important time for children to learn how
to move.  Experts agree that young children need daily physical
activity (both free play and structured) to be healthy.  Toddlers
and preschool children need to learn to be active through the
fundamental movement skills: balancing, locomotion and
coordination.  

It is important to learn how to run, jump, balance, catch and throw
because they are the building blocks we need to be active for the
rest of our lives.

Balancing (or stabilizing) means to hold a position without falling
(such as standing on one foot). This helps to develop body control.
Locomotion (or locomotor) gets children from one place to
another.  Try moving in different ways like galloping, walking,
running, skipping, crawling, marching, gliding, sliding, leaping,
jumping or hopping.  This helps preschoolers learn to understand
where their body is in space, which develops body awareness.

Coordination (or manipulative), also called hand-eye or foot-eye coordination, uses
different ways of moving objects like hitting a balloon with a spoon, kicking a ball,
throwing a beanbag at an object or catching a scarf.  This helps to develop body control and
awareness.
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Putting Guidelines Into Practice

This information supports the following Healthy Beginnings 2-5 guideline:
• At least two activities the early learning practitioner leads will target basic
movement skills (such as running, hopping, jumping, balancing, throwing, catching
and kicking);
• At least one skill will target throwing, catching, kicking or batting an object.

Practices

Putting Guidelines Into Practice

Screen Time
This information supports the following Healthy Beginnings 2-5 guidelines:
• Children will be exposed to 30 minutes or less of screen time daily while in
childcare.
• Alternatively, no more than 150 minutes of screen time will be accumulated
through the week in childcare. Less is better.
• This includes computers, movies, video games, tablets, smart phones, active
video games, etc.
• Do not expose children under two years to any screen time.

Screen time is described as the viewing or use of anything with a screen, including
TV, DVDs, video games and computers. Most Canadian children are exceeding the
recommended guideline of no more than one hours a day of screen time. While in childcare,
Healthy Beginnings recommends no more than 30 minutes a day of screen time activities
(alternatively, no more than 150 minutes per week).
Recreational screen time is time spent engaging in screen time activities such as watching
movies, playing video games, playing active video games or sitting at the computer.
Recreational screen time does not include educational opportunities such as learning to
read.
Educational screen time takes place when a child is learning. This can be done on the
computer, using tablets or e-readers or watching an educational program on TV.  Although
this is a positive learning time, it is still time spent where a child is inactive. Time spent
engaging in educational screen time is included in the recommended no more than 30
minutes a day of screen time.
The largest source of screen time is television, followed by computers and then video
games. Other sources of screen time activities include:
• iPods, iPads, iTouch and tablets
• E-readers
• iPhones, smartphones

Screen time is a sedentary activity. Too much screen time has been linked to:
• Obesity: The more TV a child watches, the greater his or her risk is of becoming
overweight. Having a TV in a child’s bedroom also increases this risk. Children can
also develop an appetite for junk food promoted in TV ads, as well as overeat while
watchin g TV.
• Irregular sleep: The more TV children watch, the more likely they are to have trouble
falling asleep or to have an irregular sleep schedule. Sleep loss, in turn, can lead to
fatigue and increased snacking.
• Less time for play: Excessive screen time leaves less time for active, creative play.
Adapted from Active Healthy Kids Canada and The Mayo Clinic
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This information supports the following Healthy Beginnings 2-5 guidelines:
• Children will be exposed to 30 minutes or less of screen time daily while in
childcare.
• Alternatively, no more than 150 minutes of screen time will be accumulated
through the week in childcare. Less is better.
• This includes computers, movies, video games, tablets, smart phones, active
video games, etc.
• All attempts should be made to avoid
exposing children to marketing and
advertising.
When possible, TV shows/movies should
be interactive and educational.  Moderate
amounts of educational television or software
can help build vocabulary, number, or letter
skills (Dragon Tales, Arthur).

Choose shows that encourage imaginary play
and role-playing, and use ideas from the TV
show to play with your students.

Children under the age of
2 should not be exposed to
any screen time.

Watching DVDs, recorded
TV and educational DVD’s
will help limit children’s
exposure to marketing
through commercials.  If
avoiding commercials is not
possible, mute the TV and
have the children work on
balances, jumping jacks or
anything physically active
that divert their attention
from the TV.

Adapted from CSEP Sedentary Behaviour Guidelines 0-4 Years and Media Smarts.
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Active Video Games

Putting Guidelines Into Practice

This information supports the following Healthy Beginnings 2-5 guidelines:
• If screen time includes video games, physically active games are considered more
desirable than sedentary games.   Active video games should not replace physical
activity time.
As the lure of technology rises and physical activity levels of kids fall, active video games—
also called “exergames”—are often presented as a possible solution to getting kids to move
more.  But do they actually get children closer to reaching their recommended physical
activity minutes?  
Active Healthy Kids Canada is a national organization that focuses its efforts to make
physical activity a major priority in the everyday lives of Canadian families.

Active Healthy Kids’ official position on active gaming is that they do not recommend active
video games as a strategy to help kids be more physically active.

Active Healthy Kids explanation for not recommending active gaming as a
means to increase physical activity levels is as follows:
•
•

•
•

Playing active video games
doesn’t lead to increased
overall daily physical activity
levels.
Active video games may get
heart rates up, but they’re not
significantly helping kids get
to the 60 minutes of moderateto vigorous-intensity physical
activity required each day.   
Kids find active video games
appealing, but the appeal
wears off over time and many don’t stick with them.  
Active video games don’t offer the fresh air, vitamin D, connection with nature and
social interactions that come with outdoor active play.   

Tips for Active Video Gaming:
•
•
•

Active video games are a good way to break up sedentary time, like sitting on the
couch, but not as good as playing real active games or sports.  
Enjoy playing active video games with your kids, and let them enjoy playing them
with their friends, but don’t misunderstand this as a replacement of real physical
activity.  
If money is spent on active video games as a means of exercise, it might be better
spent on skipping ropes, balls, ice skates or other sporting equipment.  

Active Healthy Kids Canada (2012)
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Facilitating Active Free Play or
Unstructured Physical Activity

Active free play, or unstructured physical activity, is when a child is actively moving
their body in a self-chosen way.  A practitioner should set up and monitor the play
environment, but children should choose and direct the play activities.

Unstructured physical activity allows preschoolers to practice social skills, lets them
make up their own games and rules, and encourages creativity,

Active free play emphasizes active parts of unstructured physical activity. It is important
that practitioners set up environments that encourage preschoolers to move their
bodies during free playtime.
• For example, if a child is sitting at the playground playing with a truck, they are
not being active. However, if they are running the truck along the equipment
in the playground and racing it down the slide, they are participating in low to
moderate intensity physical activity.
Practitioners can facilitate unstructured physical activity by:
• Choosing environments carefully
o Ensure children have lots of space to move
o Remove areas that encourage sedentary behaviour, such as chairs
• Making suitable equipment available
o Provide some equipment that children might associate with being active,
such as the beanbags you had used earlier that day in an active game
o Provide less-traditional equipment that encourages reaching, jumping,
balancing, or changing body position
• Large boxes, tunnels, foam blocks, taped pathways on the floor
• Planning structured and unstructured physical activity together
o Introduce new equipment by giving preschoolers free time to explore the
equipment. Follow this up with a structured game using this equipment and
end with unstructured physical activity time with the same materials
• Encouraging active narratives
• Play high-tempo music in the background
• Modeling active free play
Adapted from http://healthypreschoolers.publishpath.com/part-4-structured-and-unstructured-physicalactivities and http://www.sparkpe.org/blog/structured-activity-unstructured-activity/
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This information supports the following Healthy Beginnings 2-5 guidelines:
• In a full day, children should accumulate 60 minutes of free play/unstructured
physical activity.
• In a half day, Children should accumulate 30 minutes of free play/unstructured
physical activity.

Practices

Other Useful
Information
Tips and ideas to promote .
fun and safe physical activity
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Promoting Physical Activity

Physical Activity: when most of the body is moving (e.g. riding a tricycle, running or digging
in the garden). It does not include play such as puzzles or drawing.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
1. Participate with the children.
2. Provide for active play every day.
3. Encourage vigorous play.

Other Useful Information

4. Help children develop fundamental movement skills.
5. Build physical activity into the day.
6. Use physical activity to support learning and
social development.
7. Promote creativity and self-expression.

1. Participate with children: Not only are

Physical Activity:
When most of the large muscles in the body are moving (riding a
you modeling that physical activity is fun,
tricycle, running,
digging
in the
garden).
It does not include play such as puzzles,
youorare
supporting
children’s
development.
As a bonus, playing with the children is a
great way for you to be active.

1. Participate with the children: Not only are you modeling that physical activity is
2. Provide active
fun, you are supporting children‛s
development.
play
every day: As a bonus, playing with children
is a great way for you to be active.
Preschoolers need

at least three hours
of active
movement every
They shouldn’t
be of
inactive for
2. Provide for active play every day:
Preschoolers
need day.
at least
two hours
more than an hour at a time, except when sleeping.

active movement every day. They shouldn‛t be inactive for more than an hour at
a time, except when sleeping.3. Encourage vigorous play: Preschoolers need opportunities
to use up energy. Running, jumping, and skipping are great

3. Encourage vigorous play: Preschoolers
needuse
frequent
to use
because they
the largeopportunities
muscles in the legs
and body and
burnskipping
energy. Healthy
body because
weight, bone
strength,
heart and
up energy. Running and jumping and
are great
they
use the
lung fitness, and muscle strength come from large muscle
and burn energy. Healthy body weight, bone
large muscles in the legs and trunk
activity.
activity.
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4. Help children develop fundamental movement skills: Preschoolers need many
opportunities to practice and gain confidence in basic movement skills. These skills
are the building blocks of more complex movement patterns and include. Balancing
skills such as balancing and making shapes with their body. Locomotion skills
involve moving our bodies from one spot to another.  This can be done in many ways
such as hopping, jumping, and skipping. Coordination skills involve manipulating
objects. These include throwing a beanbag, catching a scarf, and kicking a ball.
5. Build physical activity into your day: Young children learn from what they see us
do. Choose active options when you can. For example, walking to drop off children at
school or taking the stairs instead of an escalator.
6. Use physical activity to support learning and social development: Playtime is
when children can actively explore the environment, practice cooperating, sharing,
and dealing with conflict. Play strengthens thinking skills and language and literacy
development.
7. Promote creativity and self-expression: Preschoolers need opportunities to
express themselves through movement and to make believe. Play that allows
children to create new ideas and solutions helps develop their thinking and social
skills.

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Marketing and Advertising to Children
Television and Internet advertising is the primary way that companies target children
to market their products. Among children two to six years old, even a brief exposure to
advertisements can inﬂuence their subsequent food, drink and toy preferences.

Other Useful Information

Studies show that children under the age of five years can’t tell the
difference between commercials and television programming. Even older
children do not have the cognitive abilities to distinguish sales pitches
from facts and stories.
Early learning practitioners have a responsibility to support
healthy childhood growth and development by creating
supportive healthy environments that are free of marketing
and advertising and that foster healthy choices.  
Here are some tips:

1. Allow only commercial-free TV programs or pre-record
TV programs and movies. Be sure to fast-forward through
commercials in both TV programs and movies.  Watch
children’s programming on commercial-free channels.  
This helps to create an “advertising-free” zone!
2. If children are using computers, avoid companysponsored websites, advertisements on Internet sites
and all digital advertising through email, text messaging,
online quizzes, puzzles and advergames (videogame
promoting a brand-name product by featuring it as part
of the game).

3. Educate families so they also limit their children’s screen
time and become advocates for stricter rules on food and
beverage advertising to children.
See the Healthy Beginnings 2-5 Healthy Eating and SugarSweetened Beverage manual for more ideas on how to avoid
exposing children to marketing and advertising.
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9 Tips for Promoting Safe Physical Activity
1. Dressing for Active Play

•

Drawstrings, loose jackets, baggy pants, and long hair can often get tangled up in
play equipment. Encourage parents to look for well-fitting clothes with Velcro,
elastic, or snaps, and invite children to tie back long hair. Parents and practitioners
should also note seasonal considerations, such as sunscreen or mittens
Some shoes provide better grip, stability, and safety than others- some slip on shoes,
sandals, and socks might be slippery or fall off a child’s feet. Encourage parents to
look for shoes that enclose a child’s heel, and for boots that fit snugly
For more information, please check out:
> http://www.caringforkids.cps.ca/handouts/footwear_for_children
> http://www.parentingtoddlers.com/toddlershoes.html

2. Playing Safely on the Playground
•
•

•

Always follow safety guidelines your jurisdiction may
have surrounding play structure safety, including
the height of the structure, type of activities, and
landing surface required
The Canadian Pediatric Society states that
monkey bars, trampolines, climbing structures,
and swings are the cause of most playground
injuries. Looking for bucket swings, low
equipment, and handrails, implementing
some rules, and active supervision can help
to reduce this risk
Playground rules might include: waiting
your turn, holding onto handrails, sitting
down on swings, sliding feet first, and
respecting ‘safety zones’ at the bottom of
slides, climbing areas, or around swing
sets
For more information, please check out:

> http://www.cps.ca/documents/position/playground-injuries

> http://kidshealth.org/parent/firstaid_safe/outdoor/playground.htm#

> http://www.safekidscanada.ca/Professionals/Safety-Information/PlaygroundSafety/Index.aspx
> http://www.childsafetylink.ca/toddler-safety/playground-safety.html
> http://www.livestrong.com/article/221698-playground-safety-facts/
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•

Practices
3. Being Safe while Active Indoors
•

Consider the space available and the other materials in the room. Watch for glass
doors or nearby windows, provide soft floor surfaces, and block off any potential
hazard areas
For more information, please check out:

> http://www.nhs.uk/Change4Life/Pages/play-for-life.aspx

Other Useful Information

4. Water Safety

• According to Safe Kids Canada, children can drown in as
little as 2.5cm of water- this includes buckets of water, small
pools, natural puddles, and playground water features. Close
supervision, proper training, appropriate lifesaving equipment,
a proper fitting personal flotation device (lifejacket) and fencing
or barriers around water areas are important

For more information, please check out:

> http://www.safekidscanada.ca/Professionals/SafetyInformation/Drowning-Prevention/Index.aspx

> http://www.redcross.ca/article.asp?id=881&tid=024

> http://www.lifesaving.ca/main.php?lang=english&cat=watersafety

5. Snow Safety
•
•
•
•
•

Young kids need to go inside frequently to warm up and re-hydrate
Colder temperatures require appropriate clothing (jacket, boots, mittens, snow
pants) and layering. A child’s head, ears, and hands should always be covered. Any
wet clothing should be quickly removed
Safe Kids Canada recommends kids should not play outdoors if the temperature is
below -25°C or if the wind-chill is -28°C or colder
The Canadian Red Cross requires that ice be at least 20cm thick for skating or
walking as a group
Special safety precautions should be taken for building snow forts and tobogganing,
including not building by the road, maintaining safe distances from other forts and
sleds, not overcrowding a sled or snow structure, and wearing helmets
For more information, please check out:

> http://www.childsafetylink.ca/toddler-safety/seasonal-safety/winter-andsledding-safety.html
> http://taketheroofoffwinter.ca/safety.php

> http://www.redcross.ca/article.asp?id=20590&tid=021
Adapted from Healthy After Schools
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6. Playing Safely in your Surroundings
•

Rural childcare centers should take special precautions surrounding natural
hazards, such as wildlife, streams, or local poisonous vegetation, and farm safety
For more information, please check out:

> http://www.safekidscanada.ca/Professionals/Safety-Information/Farm-Safety/
Index.aspx
> http://www.fs4jk.org

> http://jcsda.com/kids/wilderness_tips.htm

> http://www.cbif.gc.ca/pls/pp/poison

Urban childcare centers should consider traffic safety for both walking and playing
For more information, please check out:

> http://www.childsafetylink.ca/child-safety-3-5/pedestrians.html

> http://www.safekidscanada.ca/Professionals/Safety-Information/PedestrianSafety/Index.aspx

> http://www.wechealthunit.org/family-health/safety/booklets/Kidestrian-BookWECHU-Logo-SingleFinal-Nov-08.pdf

7. Using Helmets and Protecting Heads
•

Children should always wear CSA, SNELL, ATSM, or EN
approved proper fitting helmets for wheeled activities,
like using a tricycle, and sliding activities, like sledding.
Practitioners should monitor children for
concussion-like symptoms after a head injury
in any physical activity setting
For more information, please check out:
> http://www.safekidscanada.ca/
Professionals/Safety-Information/
Wheeled-Activities/Index.aspx
> http://www.childsafetylink.ca/
child-safety-3-5/helmets.html
> http://kidshealth.org/
parent/general/aches/
concussions.html
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•

> http://health.kaboose.com/active-kids/hiking_tips.html

Other Useful Information

Practices

8. Being Aware of Outside Allergens
•

•

The Air Health Quality Index monitors air quality in Canada, and assigns a healthrisk ranking (low, moderate, high, very high). The scale has been adapted for
children and recommends that children with asthma or respiratory issues limit
outside physical activity on moderate or high health-risk days. On very high-risk
days, no children should play outdoors
Pollen forecasts should also be monitored for children with respiratory allergies
For more information, please check out:

> http://www.ec.gc.ca/cas-aqhi/default.asp?lang=En&n=CB0ADB16-1
> http://www.ec.gc.ca/cas-aqhi/default.asp?lang=En&n=3D802E46-1
> http://www.theweathernetwork.com/pollenfx/canpollen_en/

> http://kidshealth.org/parent/medical/allergies/ozone_asthma.html

9. Trampoline safety
•

The Canada Safety Council recommends that children should be six years old before
they are allowed to use a trampoline.
For more information, visit:

> canadasafetycouncil.org/child-safety/safety-tips-backyard-trampolines

> www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2013/aug/11/are-trampolines-safechildren-play

Adapted from http://blog.zisboombah.com/?s=kids+drinking+water and
http://www.livestrong.com/article/102931-child-drink-water/
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Early Learning Practitioner as a Healthy Role Model
Early childcare centres are important environments to support young children in leading
active lives. Early learning practitioners play a very important role in creating and
maintaining a healthy environment in their centres. The modeling provided by ELPs is
extremely important in fostering healthy children. The following section takes a break from
focusing on preschoolers and concentrates on ELPs. It keeps in mind the hectic pace and
demanding nature of your work and to gives some adaptable suggestions about packing
lunch, maintaining an active lifestyle and modeling a healthy lifestyle.
CSEP has developed the Physical Activity and Sedentary Guidelines for Canadians, and
recommends that adults ages 18-64 years:
•
•

Accumulate at least 150 minutes of moderate  (you should be sweaty and breathing
harder than normally) to vigorous (you should be sweaty and out of breath) aerobic
physical activity per week, in 10 minute or longer bouts.
Muscle and bone strengthening activities using large muscle groups should be
performed on at least two days each week. These large muscles groups include your
back, abdomen, legs, hips, chest and arms.

More information on CSEP guidelines can be found at www.csep.ca/guidelines.

I’m pretty active during the day.
What parts of my job count as physical activity?
According to CSEP, moderate to vigorous physical activity is
the most important intensity to accumulate. Any time that you
are short of breath or sweating for more than 10 consecutive
minutes can count towards your recommended 150 minutes of physical activity per week.
Some activities that might count include:
•

•
•

Running with children, such as playing a tag game

Playing a high-intensity game with children on the playground
Vigorous cleaning or centre chores

It is crucial to remember that 150 minutes per week is a minimum recommendation. If
possible, look to accumulate as much physical activity as possible.

After a day of work, I’m not able to go to the gym.
What are some other ways that I can get my physical activity in?
Physical activity can be achieved in many ways, including:
•
•

Brisk walking with a partner or community group.

Search dance, Pilates, or workout videos online and practice them in your home.

Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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What about physical activity? How much, and what type, should I be getting?

Practices
•
•

Biking to and from work.

Household or garden chores, such as mowing the lawn or raking leaves.

After a long day, small bursts of physical activity can help to keep your
energy up. Some small ways to increase your activity level include:
•  Park as far from work as possible, and enjoy the walk back to
your vehicle at the end of the day.
•  If you take the bus, get off a few stops early.

Other Useful Information

•  Take the stairs instead of an elevator.

•  Start some chores around the house or begin making dinner
immediately when you get home from work. Try to avoid
sitting down as soon as you return home.

Muscle strengthening activities that you can do at home include:

•  Body weight resistance activities, such as push-ups, sit-ups or
squats.
•  Shovelling snow or digging in the garden.

•  Using a belt or old T-shirt as a resistance band. Search online for resistance band
exercise suggestions.
•  Going for a walk up a hill or on uneven terrain.

Adapted from www.csep.ca/guidelines and www.cdc.gov/physicalactivity/everyone/guidelines/adults.html

There’s a lot of information out there about physical activity, mental health
and stress. How can this help an ELP?
According to CSEP, increased physical activity can improve mental health and boost self
esteem. The Canadian Mental Health Association recognizes that physical activity can
positively impact depression, anxiety, tension, fatigue, anger and vigour.

Taking part in a favourite physical activity can help to release endorphins, which combat
stress, anxiety, and fatigue. Aside from this, here are some other activities that might help to
reduce stress after a busy day:
•

Yoga allows for some flexibility improvements, interspersed with periods of focusing
on breathing and relaxation.

•

Turn some favourite music on and dance vigorously. This burst of exercise will help
to reduce stress.

•

Gentle stretching can decrease stress. Focus on feeling a gentle pull in muscles you
are stretching, and stop if you feel pain.

Adapted from www.csep.ca/guidelines and http://www.cmha.ca/mental_health/benefits-of-good-mental-health/
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Additional tips for modeling positive
physical activity behaviours include:

Participate actively with the children.
•

Create active games with the children using
the equipment and surroundings.

•

Engage kids in discussions about their at home
physical activity. Tell them about your active experiences,
and possibly bring your examples of weekend activity to
the centre to share (such as shovelling snow together).

•

Enjoy the physical activities you are
participating in with children. If you are
breathing heavily, explain the benefits of this.

Adapted from kidshealth.org/parent/nutrition_center/healthy_eating/, www.
healthycanadians.gc.ca/, and decoda.ca/children-families/leap-bc/
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GAMES

Equipment List
Here is a list of the equipment required to play the games outlined in this manual. The first
piece of equipment listed is a suggested piece of gear, and the brackets contain adaptations
that work for some of the games. Some games also contain homemade equipment. You can
learn how to make these in the Let’s Make Crafts for Physical Activity section.
•
•

Games

•

Beanbags

Soft toys (stuffed animals)

Balls (various sizes, weights, hardness, bounce-ability, shape)
o Tennis ball
o Plastic ball

o Sponge balls
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

iv Games

o Paper balls

o Foam footballs, soccer balls
Balloons

Pylons (buckets, rocks, chalk)
Hula Hoops

Blankets, towels (cushions, felt squares, tea towels)
Skipping ropes (string, wool, rope)

Baskets (laundry baskets, beach bucket, yogurt containers, milk
cartons)
Measuring object (stick, rope, measuring tape, paper)
Scarves (tissue, handkerchief, paper towel, socks)

Bowling pins (shoe box, rolled up newspaper, milk cartons, recycling,
plastic cups)
Plastic hockey stick (rolled up newspaper)
Chairs (boxes, foam blocks)

Bubble mix (homemade, pipe cleaner wands)
Plastic cups (bowls, dome pylons)
Masking tape

Pens and pencils

Stilts (homemade)

Physical Activity & Screen Time
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Our Bodies
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Bean bag golf
Physical activity links: Participating with the children; developing movement skills (eye-hand
coordination); playing actively
Language/literacy links: Counting; drawing; vocabulary (e.g. days of the week, sea creatures);
pretending; predicting
Equipment: 1 throwing object (such as a bean bag or tennis ball) per child; 2 or more start
markers (tees); 2 or more hoops or old tea towels (holes)
Where: Outdoors
Let’s make: Bean bags (optional)

Let’s play
 Set out a golf course with the start markers (tees) about three to four metres away
from the hoops (hole). Make as many golf holes as you wish.
 Start at the first tee and throw the object overarm or underarm towards the first
hoop.
 Continue to throw the object and count how many throws until it lands inside the hoop.
 Move to next tee.
 With multiple players, the child whose object is furthest from the “hole” throws first
each time. Others wait behind this thrower before moving to the next closest bean
bag.

202 Games: Coordinating Our Bodies
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 Vary distances between the tees and hoops. Have the children predict how many
throws it will take to get the bean bag into each hoop. Throw to see if the prediction is
confirmed.
 Have the children draw pictures of sea creatures they might see in an aquarium. Ask
them to put the pictures they have drawn into each hoop. Add pretend by inviting the
children to imagine they are feeding the fish and mammals at the aquarium. The task is
to make sure the food (bean bag) reaches the sea creatures. Some creatures may need
more food than others, so throw lots of objects.
 Set out a scarf or sheet for a hazard/trap. If the bean bag lands in the hazard, it can
only be picked up while standing on one foot.
 Have seven tees and holes, one labelled with a card for each day of the week, but not
arranged in order. The task is to play the holes in sequence from Monday to Sunday.
 Encourage the children to design their own golf course.

Games : Coordinating Our Bodies

Try this way

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Goalie
Physical activity links Participating with kids, developing movement skills (handeye coordination), co-operative play, predicting

Language/literacy links Counting, vocabulary and predicting

Equipment • One ball per partner
• Markers/tees (such as a pylon, bucket, rock, etc.)

How to:

Where Outdoors or indoors

1. Set up the goals using the markers/tees approx. 1.5 metres wide.
2. Have children take turns being the goalie and the shooter.

3. The shooter kicks or rolls the ball toward the goal, the goalie protects the
goal by stopping the ball using their hands, feet or whole body (rolling/
bear hugging the ball).

4. Switch roles for equal play.

Tips/Modifications:
•

Have the shooter stand further back to make it more challenging.

•

Count down before shooting the ball.

•
•

Make the goal wider for added challenge.

When playing with an adult, throw the ball in a gentle underhand motion
for children to jump and push down with their hands.

Adapted by Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Physical activity links: Participating with the children, developing movement skills (throwing, eye-hand
coordination), developing social skills (turn taking, cooperation)
Language/literacy
Vocabulary (movement
words: e.g.
slide, toss,
close, far,
near);
counting
and
Physical activity links: Participating
with the children,
developing
movement
skills
(throwing,
eye-hand
measuring; predicting
coordination),
developing social skills (turn taking, cooperation)
Equipment:
1 small ball (jack),
several
beane.g.
bags
or soft
perfar,
child,
an everyday
object
Language/literacy
links: Vocabulary
(movement
words:
slide,
toss,toys
close,
near);
counting and
for measuring
measuring;
predicting
Where: Indoors
or outdoors
Equipment:
1 small ball
(jack), several bean bags or soft toys per child, an everyday object
Let’s make: for
Beanmeasuring
bags (optional)
Where: Indoors or outdoors
Let’s make: Bean bags (optional)

Let’s play

 Placeplay
small ball or “jack” a few metres away from starting point.
Let’s
 Have the children take turns to underarm throw or slide their bean bags toward the
 Place small ball or “jack” a few metres away from starting point.
“jack,” trying to get the bean bags as close to the “jack” as they can.
 Have the children take turns to underarm throw or slide their bean bags toward the
“jack,” trying to get the bean bags as close to the “jack” as they can.

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
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Try this way
 Have the children find an object such as block, toy car, or shoe to use as a measure.
Play the game, and then help the children measure how close each bean bag is to the
“jack.”
 Before tossing the bean bags, guess the distance of the closest and the furthest bean
bag from the jack. Measure to confirm.
 For a child with vision impairment, ask him or her to walk back from the “jack” to the
starting point so that child knows how many steps away the “jack” is. Give clues to the
accuracy of the throw (e.g. “one step too far”).

6 Games: Coordinating Our Bodies
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Physical activity links: Developing movement skills (bouncing, eye-hand coordination); participating
with the children
Language/literacy links: Vocabulary (speed and height words: e.g. high, medium, low; fast, slow);
chanting; counting; writing numbers
Equipment: 1 medium sized ball; 1 tennis ball; 1 beach bucket per child
Where: Outdoors or large indoor space
Book links: Bouncing by Shirley Hughes; Bouncing on the Bed by Jackie French Koller;
Bouncing Time by Patricia Hubbell

Let’s play
 Show the children how to drop and catch a medium-sized ball while standing.
 Encourage them to drop and catch as many times as possible in a row. Count the number
of bounces and try to match or beat that number the next time. Help them write down
the highest number reached.
 Keep count by chanting:
One, two, three, ball bouncing,
Four, five, six, still bouncing,
Seven, eight, nine, keep going...
Get to ten... begin again.

 Share the poem “Big” with the children. Invite discussion of new things they can do now
they are BIG.
 Children who use a walking frame, crutches, or canes to help with walking
will benefit from sitting down so their hands are free to bounce the ball.

BIG
Now I can catch and throw a ball
And spell
Cat. Dog.
And Pig.
I have finished being small
And started
Being Big.
- Dorothy Aldis

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
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Try this way
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 Try bouncing and moving (e.g. follow a line, play follow-the-leader).
 Change the rebound height by bouncing hard and soft. “Bounce low, tummy high, and
reach for the sky.”
 Older children might like to try bouncing a medium-sized ball with one hand (like
basketball).
 Count and bounce on every second or third number (e.g. one, two, three, four;
1,2,3,4,5,6…).
 Bounce a tennis ball with one hand, holding a beach bucket or plastic container in the
other hand. Catch the ball in the bucket.
○

As you do this, recite “Five Little Monkeys”… and bounce and catch the ball with the
bucket each time the phrase “and bumped his head” comes around.

 Read any one of the books about bouncing with the children.

FIVE LITTLE MONKEYS
Five little monkeys
Jumping on the bed
One fell off and bumped his head, [bounce and catch the ball in the bucket]
Momma called the doctor and the doctor said [retrieve the ball from bucket]
“No more monkeys jumping on the bed!” [wag finger at the bucket]
Four little monkeys... etc.
- Anonymous

8 Games: Coordinating Our Bodies
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Balloons!
Physical activity links Developing movement skills (hand-eye coordination), active
play, spatial awareness, and object control

Language/literacy links Counting, vocabulary (body parts), predicting

Where Outdoors or indoor

Let’s play
1. Blow up one balloon per child.

2. Throw the balloon up in the air and try to keep it off the .
ground using different actions (e.g. karate chop, tickle) or .
body parts (e.g. knees, elbows, fingers).

Games

Equipment • One balloon per child
• one balloon cover (see Let’s Make Crafts for Physical Activity
section)

Try this way
•
•

•

Put children into pairs with one balloon to take turns hitting it .
back and forth to one another.
Have children jump or clap between each hit of the balloon.

Count how many times children can hit the balloon before it .
touches the ground.

Safety tip

Dispose of balloons and balloon debris after use, as it is a choking hazard.
A homemade balloon cover can be used to help with safety.

Adapted by Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Cloud catching
Physical activity links: Developing movement skills (eye-hand coordination, catching, throwing; body
and spatial awareness); creativity
Language/literacy links: Pretending; vocabulary (body part words, metaphor)
Equipment: 1 scarf, tissue, handkerchief or paper towel per child
Where: Indoors or outdoors
Book link: Once Upon a Cloud by Rob D. Walker

Let’s play
 Read the poem “Clouds,” then toss the scarf (cloud) in the air and let it fall to the
ground.
 Try catching the “cloud” with different body parts: head, knee, back, foot. Invite the
children to suggest other possibilities… elbow? bottom? chin?
CLOUDS
White sheep, white sheep
On a blue hill,
When the wind stops
You all stand still.
When the wind blows
You walk away slow.
White sheep, white sheep,
Where do you go?
- Christina G. Rossetti
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 Add actions before catching: clap hands then catch; squat down then catch; touch nose
then catch; turn around then catch. Add challenge by trying to do two or three actions
before catching.
 Toss a scarf back and forth to a partner. Try throwing two scarves at the same time
and catching each other’s scarf.
 Read the poem “My Kite.” In pairs, one child pretends the scarf is a kite and the other
pretends to be a tree. One child runs across a big space with the “kite” above her head
and then lets it go. The other child runs behind and catches the kite in his “terrible
tree branches”... then swap over.
 Read Once Upon a Cloud with the children and talk about clouds (e.g. the different
shapes and colours, where clouds come from, what they are).
MY KITE
It was splendid,
My kite —
It flew and it flew
When we let out the string
In the wind,
And we knew
It would fly with the birds —
It would fly to the sea —
Then its tail
Tangled up in a
Terrible tree.
- Myra Cohn Livingston

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Hit the target
Physical activity links: Developing movement skills (throwing, eye-hand coordination)
Language/literacy links: Vocabulary (number or letter recognition); counting and
addition; measurement; drawing and writing
Equipment: Throwing objects; targets (paper or sponge balls for indoors)
Where: Indoors or outdoors
Let’s make: Bean bags (optional)
Book link: One Bright Monday Morning by Arline and Joseph Baum

Let’s play
 With the children, create and set up a variety of targets (e.g. empty milk cartons to
knock down, paper targets on the wall). Throw underarm or overarm to hit the targets.
 Have the children decide which target to aim for, and whether to throw underarm or
overarm (e.g. “overarm at the pink heart,” “underarm to the juice bottle”).
 Read the poem “Throw the ball” together, and pretend the targets are the sun and the
moon.

HOW TO THROW A BALL OVERARM
Stand side on,
Make a star,
Point your finger,
Throw it far.

4212 Games: Coordinating Our Bodies
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 Put the children in charge of setting the distance to the targets. Invite them to
measure and mark the distance by measuring with footsteps; help them count and
record the number.
 Change target size, colour, shape, height from ground; and have the children aim from
largest to smallest; from closest to furthest; from lowest to highest, etc.
 Put numbers 1 through 5 on targets (there may be several of each) and:
○

Aim to hit each target in sequence, taking turns until the first one is hit, then the
second, and so on.

○

Hit number 1 once; number 2 twice, number 3 three times, etc. Then read One
Bright Monday Morning to discover another number pattern.

○

Have three throws each and help the children total the number of points
scored (1 + 4 + 2 = 7).

THROW THE BALL
Let’s throw the ball at the sun,
Make it laugh and sigh,
See it hide and smile and run,
Then fall from the evening sky.
Let’s throw the ball at the moon,
And watch it falling down,
Then catch it with a silver spoon
In the middle of the town.
- Edwin Thumboo

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Knock down
Physical activity links: Developing movement skills (rolling, kicking, throwing, hockey pass skills, eyehand and eye-foot coordination); supporting learning (problem solving skills)
Language/literacy links: Letter, number identification; vocabulary (shape, color)
Equipment: 1 ball per child; targets to knock down such as shoe boxes; plastic hockey stick
or rolled up newspaper
Where: Outdoors or large indoor space

Let’s play
 Stand the targets up like bowling pins and draw a line two to five metres in front of the
targets for the bowler to stand behind.
 Invite the children to knock over the pins by rolling the ball.
○

Children with vision impairment can be assisted to know the location of the pins by
having music playing behind the pins or a fan blowing air from the pins to the child.

 Together with the children, rearrange the pins to make them more difficult to hit, e.g.
further apart, further away.

4814 Games: Coordinating Our Bodies
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Try this way
Invite exploration by asking, for example: “How else can you knock the pins down?” or
“What other parts of your body can you use to knock the pins down?” or “Can you kick
the ball or use a hockey stick to push the ball?”

Games : Coordinating Our Bodies



 Decorate targets with shapes or letters. Have the children name the shapes or letters
on the targets they’ve knocked over.
○

Try and knock down pins in sequence, such as first D, then G,
then X.

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Laundry basket ball
Physical activity links: Developing movement skills (throwing, eye-hand coordination)
Language/literacy links: Vocabulary (number, letter recognition); counting and
addition; measurement; drawing and writing
Equipment: Paper balls, sponge balls, or soft toys; laundry baskets; something to mark a
line to throw from (e.g. chalk, rope, cones)
Where: Indoors or outdoors

Let’s play
 Read “Dunking” to introduce the game.
 Place baskets against a wall or fence. Have the children stand behind a line a few
metres from the baskets. Give each child several balls or soft objects to throw.
 Demonstrate for the children how to underarm or overarm throw the ball so that it
bounces off the wall and into the basket.
 When all the balls are thrown, have the children hop or skip to the basket to collect
them. Go again.

DUNKING
ALLEY-alley-oop
To the basketball hoop;
Dunk it like a donut
With a holler and a whoop!
- Dennis Lee

5016 Games: Coordinating Our Bodies
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Try this way
 Invite the children to invent different ways to toss the ball at the wall e.g. between
their legs.
 Conduct an experiment to see which is easier:
○

Throwing directly into a basket placed in open space (away from a wall) or bounced
off the wall (as in Let’s Play).

○

For the experiment:
 Make sure the throwing distances are the same.
 Have each child make ten throws; five against the wall and five at the basket in
open space.
 Before they throw, invite each child to predict where they will score the most.
Encourage the children to keep a written tally; then check their prediction. Talk
about the results.

 Invite the children to invent a different experiment and test it.

HOW TO
Stand side on; Make a star; Point your finger;Throw it far.
If you don’t have a clear wall to throw against you can hang a curtain or
sheet over a book case or cupboard to serve as the backboard.

Games : Coordinating Our Bodies

 Have the children turn their backs to the wall and toss the ball over their head.

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Push around
Physical activity links: Developing movement skills (eye-foot coordination, ball control); developing
social skills (turn taking, cooperation)
Language/literacy links: Support activity with talk and sign (describing actions)
Equipment: 1 ball; a bean bag or soft toy; a plastic hockey stick or rolled and taped up
newspaper for the stick
Where: Outdoors or large indoor area
Book link: The Mole Sisters and the Wavy Wheat by Roslyn Schwartz

Let’s play
 Holding onto the stick with two hands, the children push the ball or object along the
ground, moving around the whole area.
 Draw lines on the ground to make a “race track” for them to follow.

7418 Games: Coordinating Our Bodies
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Try this way

○

Games : Coordinating Our Bodies

 Instead of using a stick, the children can tap a ball gently with their foot to move
around the area. Create an obstacle course for some extra fun and challenge.
Encourage the children to describe out loud progress around the course: “around
the bucket, then over to the cushion, next between the stuffed bears, etc.”

 Play follow-the-leader. Go where the leader goes; stop your body and the ball when the
leader stops. Take turns being the leader.
 Challenge the children to move around the course in a different sequence, or pattern,
each time; challenge them to circle around each object without the ball touching it.
 Read the Mole Sisters and the Wavy Wheat and talk about the directions the sisters
take.

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Rocket launch
Physical activity links: Developing movement skills (e.g. catching technique, hand-eye coordination,
timing)
Language/literacy links: Counting; vocabulary (e.g. colour, pattern words); play with the sounds of the
language (e.g. rhyme and rhythm)
Equipment: 1 bean bag (rocket) per child; rocket launcher
Where: Outdoors
Let’s make: Rocket launcher

Let’s play
 Place a bean bag or soft toy on the end of the rocket launcher; invite a child to stomp
on the other end.
 Watch the rocket blast into space; catch the rocket on the way down.
 Chant:
Zoom Zoom Zoom!
We’re going to the moon
We’ll hop into our rocket ship
And get there SOON!

(stomp when you say the word SOON)
- Anonymous

DOWN ON THE LAUNCH PAD
(to the tune of Down by the Station)
Down on the launch pad
Early in the morning
See the big rocket, ready to go
Hear the launch director
Check for any problems
3, 2, 1, and it’s off they go.

by Simi

- Anonymous

8020 Games: Coordinating Our Bodies
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Try this way
 Launch two or three bean bags of different colours or patterns together; call out which
one to catch (“green”; “checkered”; “polkadot”). Have the child call out the colour of
the one he or she intends to catch.
 Before launching sing “Down on the Launch Pad.”
 Vary the count downs:
Forwards (1, 2, 3, 4, 5! Blast off!)
Backwards (5, 4, 3, 2, 1! Done!)
By twos (“2, 4, 6, 8, 10 - off to the moon and back again!”)

HOW TO CATCH
Hands together;
fingers wide;
watch it land right inside.

Games : Coordinating Our Bodies

 Launch a hat and challenge the children to try to catch it on their head!

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Up and over
Physical activity links: Participating with the children, developing movement skills (bouncing, eye-hand
coordination), developing social skills (taking turns)
Language/literacy links: Playing with the sounds of the language (e.g. rhythm, rhyme); counting
Equipment: Balls that will bounce, 2 chairs, 1 rope, towel, balloon
Where: Outdoors or large indoor space
Let’s make: Balloon cover

Let’s play
 Tie the ends of the rope to chairs.
 Begin with the rope close to the ground.
 Bounce the ball on the near side of the rope so that it goes over the rope. Let it bounce
on the other side before collecting or catching it.
 Play with a partner — rally the ball back and forth and use a chant to keep count.

One, two, three, O’Leary
Four, five, six, O’Leary
Seven, eight, nine, O’Leary
Make it ten,
Start over again.
- Anonymous

9622 Games: Coordinating Our Bodies

One – two –
Over to you.
Three – four
Try for more!

Physical Activity & Screen Time
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Try this way
 Move further away from the rope.

Games : Coordinating Our Bodies

 Before bouncing the ball over the rope, have the children bounce and catch the ball to
themselves once (1x). Next turn, they bounce and catch 2x before sending it over the
rope. Then 3x, 4x – increasing one with each turn.
 Place a towel on the opposite side of the rope. Bounce the ball over the rope and try to
make it land on the tea towel.
 Instead of bouncing a ball, keep a balloon in the air, as you rally it back and forth
across the rope (use a balloon cover for safety, see page 145).

Safety tip
 Dispose of balloons and balloon debris after use as they are a choking hazard. A
homemade balloon cover can be used to help with safety (see Let’s Make page 145).

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Bubble chase
Physical activity links: Active play; developing spatial awareness; eye-hand coordination; participating
with the children
Language/literacy links: Vocabulary development (describe and explain); predicting, emphasizing the
letters and sounds of the language
Equipment: Bubbles; bubble wand or pipe cleaners shaped into a wand
Where: Outdoors
Let’s make: Bubble recipe and bubble wands for different types of bubbles
Book link: Pop! A Book About Bubbles by Kimberly Brubaker Bradley

Let’s play
 Encourage the children to take turns blowing bubbles; while one blows the others try to
pop the bubbles before they hit the ground.
 Pop the bubbles using different actions (e.g. karate chop, tickle) or body parts (e.g.
knees, elbows, fingers).
 Sing “Pop Goes the Weasel” while you play.
 Try to catch the bubbles back onto the wand without breaking them.

POP GOES THE WEASEL
All around the cobbler’s bench
The monkey chased the weasel.
The monkey thought ‘twas all in fun Pop! Goes the weasel.

A penny for a spool of thread
A penny for a needle.
That’s the way the money goes Pop! Goes the weasel.

Johnny has the whooping cough,
Mary has the measles.
That’s the way the money goes Pop! Goes the weasel.

All around the mulberry bush,
The monkey chased the weasel.
That’s the way the money goes Pop! Goes the weasel.

2624 Games: Coordinating Our Bodies
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Try this way

Games : Coordinating Our Bodies

 Read the poem “My Big Balloon,” then conduct an experiment to see how blowing
differently (e.g. hard, soft; steadily, in puffs) changes the bubbles. Have the children
describe what they saw and explain what happened.
 For more ways to play with bubbles, read Pop! A Book About Bubbles.

MY BIG BALLOON
I can make a big balloon,
Watch me while I blow.
Small at first, then bigger,
Watch it grow and grow.
Do you think it’s big enough?
Maybe I should stop.
For if I blow much longer,
My balloon will surely pop!
- Jackie Silberg and Pam Schiller

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Rolling Wheels
Physical activity links Participating with kids, developing movement skills
(hand-eye coordination), co-operative play, predicting

Language/literacy links Counting, vocabulary and predicting

Equipment • One hoola-hoop per partner
• Markers/tees (such as a pylon, bucket, rock, etc.)

How to:

Where Outdoors or indoors

1. Roll the hula-hoops for the children one at a time (or two at a time in the
same direction so that the children don’t run into each other)
2. The children run and try catch the hoops before they fall on the ground

Tips/Modifications:
•
•

To make it more challenging, throw more than one hoop at a time

Have the children throw a ball through the rolling hoop and then catch the
hoop

Adapted by Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Physical activity links Developing movement skills (hand-eye coordination), developing social skills (taking
turns and working together), active play

Language/literacy links 	Pretend play, predicting

Equipment Plastic cups and tennis balls
(or plastic balls approximately the same size)

Let’s play

Where Outdoors or large indoors

1. In a large space, roll one ball per child (one at a time) across the room.
2. The children chase their ball and trap it under their cup.

3. Once the ball is caught, they children can throw it again, or bring it back to the
instructor to be thrown/rolled again.

Try this way

•
•
•
•
•

With younger children, start by sitting on the ground across from the children. Roll
the ball gently toward each child for them to trap and roll back.  Sit on the ground
with legs in a “V” shape to help control the ball and ensure success.
Have the children play in partners – throwing and catching the ball in the cup with
one another.
Have the children pretend that the ball is an animal (bird, mouse, bunny, etc.) and
they must catch the animal, give it a pet and set it free.

This game can be played in small spaces by having the children catch not more than
two at a time and by rolling the ball instead of throwing it.
Children with mobility limitations can play sitting on the ground across from their
partner.

Safety tip

Throw all the balls (one at a time) in the same general direction to help the children run in the
same patters as each other. This will help to avoid collisions. The bigger the space, the better.
Adapted by Healthy Beginnings 2-5
Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Volleyball Spikes
Physical activity links   Developing movement skills (hand-eye coordination),
active play

Language/literacy links Vocabulary (counting), pretend play

Equipment Balls (soft bouncing balls), one per child

Let’s play

Where Outdoors or large indoors

1. In a large area, have the children spread out so that they have their own
space around them.

2. Have the children place their ball on their tummy; say “stretch” and have
the children stretch the ball out in front of them; say “drop” and have the
children drop their ball in front of them; say “spike” or “hit” and have the
children hit their ball on top during its return bounce using the heal of
their hand

Try this way
•

Have the children pretend they are giving their ball a high-five.

•

By stretching the ball out in front of their bodies as far as they can, children
should avoid hitting their toes.

•

Pretend the ball is an egg and you need to crack it by spiking it on the
ground.

•

For younger children, the instructor can assist by standing behind each
child and holding the ball for the spike, without the bounce.

Adapted by Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Physical activity links Muscular control, motor planning, spatial awareness,
kicking skills, proprioceptive skills, visual tracking

Language/literacy links Co-operation, counting

Equipment As many balls as possible (can be different sizes or the same),
one with a picture of a skeleton taped on.

Let’s play

Where Outdoors or indoors

1. Spread balls out on the floor.

2. Divide the group into two teams, one on either side of the room.

3. Using only your feet, and with the balls on the ground at all 
times, you will try and push all the balls to the other team’s side, while the
other team tries to do the same to you.
4.	 On go, the game begins.

5. At the end, count the balls and see which team has the skeleton.

Try this way
•
•

Having the skeleton can be either good or bad, or the skeleton can be
removed altogether with the goal to have the least amount of balls
possible.

Adapt for the seasons. Swap the skeleton for an Easter bunny or the main
character in a book the class is reading.

Adapted by Healthy Beginnings 2-5
Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Boat Bailing
Physical activity links Muscular control, motor planning, spatial awareness,
throwing, physical fitness and endurance, ball skills

Language/literacy links Predicting, co-operation

Equipment A wall (boxes, chairs, foam blocks, etc.)
Two to three balls per child
Where Outdoors or indoors

Let’s play
1. Place wall in the middle of the floor.
2. Break group into two teams, with .
half on each side of the wall.

3. Distribute balls evenly on each side of the wall.

4. Students throw balls over the wall, and the other students throw the balls
back over, trying to get the balls over more quickly then they can build up
(as if you are bailing the water out of your boat before it fills up).

Try this way
•
•

If the wall is a cause of stress for the children, you can use hockey sticks
laid flat on the ground to mark the wall instead.

Use different shapes and sizes of balls, such as stuffed animals or small
gator balls. Do not use hard balls such as soccer, baseball or tennis balls.

Adapted by Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Physical activity links Muscular control, motor planning, spatial awareness,
agility, fine motor skills

Language/literacy links Remembering, co-operation

Equipment One to two dome pylons per child
(can also use plastic cups or bowls)

Let’s play

Where Indoors

1. Distribute pylons around the room, some flipped over.

2. Designate half the kids as volcanoes and half as craters. Volcanoes want .
the pylons to be standing upright; craters want the pylons flipped over.
3. On ‘go’ all the kids run around flipping the pylons or standing them up
4. Emphasize the pylons cannot be picked up and moved.

5. After four minutes, count how many volcanoes there are, and .
how many craters there are.

Try this way
•

Play this game as adults versus children.

•

Vary the number of pylons or the time the game is played to increase
physical exertion.

•

•

This game can also be called Builders and Bulldozers, with builders
wanting the pylons to be standing upright, and bulldozers wanting the
pylons to be flipped over.
For extra challenge, have the children use only their feet to tip the pylons.

Adapted by Healthy Beginnings 2-5
Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Over the River
Physical activity links Hand-eye coordination, visual skills, proprioceptive skills,
vestibular integration, muscular control, motor planning,
spatial awareness, visual tracking, overhand and .
underhand throwing

Language/literacy links Goal setting, predicting

Equipment Small ball (such as a gator ball)

		 Tape to mark starting line

		 A river, such as two skipping ropes, or a hula hoop (a black
hole), or a parachute laid on the ground

Let’s play

Where Outdoors or indoors

1. Place the skipping ropes, hula-hoop or parachute on the ground. Mark a
starting line about five feet away from various targets.
2. Tell the children they must launch the ball as far as they can, over the
river so it stays dry. They must throw from the starting line.

3. Set up more than one river at a time, so the kids can move and try a
variety of rivers.

Try this way

•

If using the parachute, compensate for large differences in skill by having
some kids aim for a certain colour, or try to get it over the parachute. You
can also substitute a larger or more heavy ball, such as a baseball.

Adapted by Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Leap frog
Physical activity links:
Language/literacy links:
Equipment:
Where:
Book link:

Vigorous play (building strong bones and muscles)
Counting; alphabet letters; vocabulary (in, on, over words)
Cushions, felt squares, or small towels
Indoors or outdoors
Puddles by Jonathan London

Let’s play
 Scatter cushions (lily pads) around area.
 Invite the children to squat like a frog and leap frog over the towels, moving around the
area. Have them count how many lily pads they can clear without touching them.
 Play “SPLASH!” — the children jump over the puddles except when you call out “Splash!”
… and then they have to land in the nearest puddle.
○

Children with mobility difficulties can move around the towels using their preferred
way of moving.

5234 Games: Moving Our Bodies
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Try this way
 Challenge older children to call out an alphabet letter for every lily pad they jump over.
See how far along the alphabet they can get before getting “all puffed out.”

Games : Moving Our Bodies

 Every time a child jumps over a towel, encourage him or her to call out, in sequence, a
letter of their name (J O R D I N).
 Read Puddles and arrange the towels to make a trail of “puddles.” Challenge the children
to leap from puddle to puddle without landing on dry ground.

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Obstacle course
Physical activity links: Vigorous play (building strong bones and muscles); developing movement skills
(body and spatial awareness)
Language/literacy links: Vocabulary: location words (e.g. through, over, under, on, beside); map drawing
and labeling; pretend play
Equipment: Cushions; rope; chair; hoop; cardboard box; stool; towels; pool noodle
Where: Indoors or outdoors
Book link: Little Mouse’s Trail Tale by JoAnn Vandine

Let’s play
 Set up an obstacle course with the children and talk about all the ways of moving
through it (e.g. crawl under a chair, jump over cushions, log roll along a towel, stand on
and jump off a low bench, walk backwards along a rope, move around a toy box, crab
walk across a rug, etc.).
 Read “Comin’ Through,” then invite the children to create an obstacle course and have
them describe the movements needed to get through it.
 Have the children draw a map of the course and trace with their finger: a) their
favourite, b) the easiest, c) the hardest, etc. route through it.

COMIN’ THROUGH
Over, under,
between, around,
Lots of ways
to cover the ground.
Crawling, creeping,
leaping, too
Watch out now,
I’m coming through!
- Anonymous
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Try this way

 Pretend to be a snake, a cat, a cow, or the mouse in the Little Mouses Trail Tale. Design
a course for that animal.

CONDO KID
In our condominium
Down goes the garbage
Up goes the elevator
Over goes the airplane
Under goes the motor car
Between goes the balcony
Through goes the pussy cat
Around goes the rainstorm
Out goes the puppy dog
And
In goes Me!
- Sonja Dunn

Games : Balancing Our Bodies

 Together read the poem “Condo Kid” and make a course to match the actions (e.g. down,
up, over, under, between, through, around, out); call out the lines of the poem as the
children move through the course.

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Animal Walk
Physical activity links   Developing movement skills (body awareness and
manipulation, balance)

Language/literacy links Vocabulary, support activity with talk and sign (interpreting
instructions), pretend play, creativity
Equipment None

Let’s play

Where Outdoors or indoors

1. Walk around with the children pretending that you are different types
of animals such as: bears (on toes, wide stance, with “claws”), rabbits
(hopping), frogs (hopping and touching hands on the ground), dog/cat
(hands and knees), snakes (slithering on the ground), monkeys (bouncing
and skipping), etc.
2. Have the children make the animal noise as they are moving along.

3. Discuss the environment the animal lives in (forest, Arctic, jungle….),
what they eat, etc.

Try this way
•

Be creative.

•

Involve a book about animals and have the children act out the animals
page by page for an active story time.

•
•

Play as run and freeze.

Play with music and have the children dance around like animals and
freeze when the music stops.

Adapted by Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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How far is far?
How far is far?

Physical activity links: Use physical activity to support learning
Language/literacy links: Counting and predicting; vocabulary (distance, length, numbers, fewer and
more)
Physical activity links: Use physical activity to support learning
Equipment: Masking tape; paper and pencils
Language/literacy links: Counting and predicting; vocabulary (distance, length, numbers, fewer and
Where: Indoors or outdoors
more)
Book links: One is a Snail, Ten is a Crab. A Counting by Feet Book by April Pulley Sayre
Equipment: Masking tape; paper and pencils
and Jeff Sayre
Where: Indoors or outdoors
Book links: One is a Snail, Ten is a Crab. A Counting by Feet Book by April Pulley Sayre
and Jeff Sayre

Games

Let’s play

Let’s play

 This activity is designed to be an experiment. The goal is to compare how many steps
are taken between two points using different ways of walking (giant steps, regular
steps, and
steps).
 This activity is designed
to heel-toe
be an experiment.
The goal is to compare how many steps
are taken between
two
points
using
different
ways
walking (giant
steps,
regular
○ Explain to the children what an of
experiment
is. One
reason
for experimenting is to
steps, and heel-toe steps).
get an answer to a question by measuring.
○

Explain to the
an experiment
is. One reason
forand
experimenting
is to
○ children
Ask thewhat
children
why it is important
to start
end in exactly
the same place each
get an answer totime
a question
measuring.
if theyby
are
going to compare fairly.

○

Ask the children
is important
to start
and a
end
in exactly
place each
 Havewhy
theitchildren
identify
and mark
starting
pointthe
andsame
a finishing
point (about 5
time if they are
going
to compare
fairly.line).
metres
apart
in a straight

 Have the children
identify
and mark
starting
a finishing
point (about
5 giant steps it will
 First
try giant
steps.a Have
eachpoint
childand
predict
and record
how many
metres apart in atake
straight
them line).
to get to the finish. Have them test their prediction, counting and recording
their Have
actualeach
number
steps. and record how many giant steps it will
 First try giant steps.
childofpredict
take them to
getNow
to the
Have
themsteps;
test their
prediction,
counting
tryfinish.
regular
walking
record
and test as
above. and recording
their actual number of steps.
 Next, read the “Heel to toe” rhyme and predict how many heel-toe steps it will take to
 Now try regular reach
walking
steps;
record
test
as above.
the
finish.
Onceand
again,
record
and test as above.
 Next, read the
to toe”
rhyme
and to
predict
how
many
it will take to
 “Heel
Encourage
the
children
explain
why
theheel-toe
numberssteps
are different.
reach the finish. Once again, record and test as above.
 Encourage the children to explain why the numbers are different.

Giant steps

44
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Try this way
 Read One is a Snail, Ten is a Crab with the children to introduce the concept of
equivalence. In the book for example, 30 = 3 crabs or 10 people and 1 crab. Now invite
each child to discover how many heel-toe steps it takes to go the same distance as one
of their giant steps. This will help the children experience equivalence. For example, a
giant step might equal 4 heel-toe steps.
 Vary the distance the children walk, or vary the shape of the path (wiggling line, zigzag
line).
 Graph the results of “Let’s Play” with a simple bar graph.

Regular steps

HEEL TO TOE
Heel to toe and
Heel to toe and
Leave no space between
Walking this way slows me down
As I count how far I’ve been
One step, two steps, three steps, more
Heel to toe across the floor.
Heel and toe, here I go
Counting, measuring,
Careful and slow
Heel-toe steps

40 Games: Moving Our Bodies
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Physical activity links: Vigorous play (building strong bones and muscles); developing movement skills
(e.g. jump, crab walk); body and spatial awareness; cooperation
Language/literacy links: Pretend play; speculative and descriptive talk; vocabulary (through, in, out,
beside, etc.)
Equipment: Hoops
Where: Outdoors or large indoor space

Let’s play
 Provide each child with a hoop in their own space.
 Have children explore ways to move in and out of the hoop, e.g. “Show me how you can
jump in and out of the hoop”; “What other ways can you get in and out of the hoop?”
(e.g. hop, step, frog jump, crawl).
 Ask the children to respond to instructions in relation to their hoop: e.g. “Stand beside
your hoop”; “Jump over your hoop”; “Crawl through your hoop”; “Stand inside your hoop
and raise it over your head”; “Run around your hoop,” etc.
 Add pretend play by inviting the children to imagine the hoop is a washing machine.
Invite them to tell a partner how they got dirty.

PLACES
There are Go-through places
(Arches and doorways).
There are Crawl-under places
(Fence or wall).
But the Climb-up places
(Clear to the tiptops)
Are the very best places of all!
- John Travers Moore

56Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Try this way

Games : Moving Our Bodies

 Read the poem “Places” and talk about all the different places they can think of that
are “go through places”; “crawl-under places”; and “climb-up places.” Talk about favorite
places… which ones do they think are the “very best places of all?”
 In groups of three. Two children hold their hoop perpendicular to the ground to make
a “go-through” tunnel. The third child crawls through the hoops and runs back to the
beginning. Change roles until everyone’s had a turn. Children can crawl backwards, crawl
like a crab, or bear walk, etc.

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
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Physical activity links: Play vigorously, build strong bones and muscles, developing locomotor skills
(hopping, jumping)
Language/literacy links: Number and alphabet letter recognition; days of the week vocabulary;
pretending
Equipment: Chalk, or hopscotch patterns on sheet, or felt squares for the carpet, and
bean bags
Where: Indoors or outdoors
Let’s make: Hopscotch patterns
Book link: Red-Eyed Tree Frog by Joy Cowley

Let’s play
 Draw a variety of hopscotch patterns (see examples below and Let’s Make page 135) or
use prepared sheets. Land in each square by jumping or hopping forward. Turn around
and jump and hop back to the beginning.
 Use the “10-step” or the “Days of the week” pattern. Challenge the children to hop in
the single squares or triangles, and jump in the double squares or long rectangles. Have
the children call out the number or day of the week as they go.

10 -step
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Hippity hopscotch
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Try this way
 Explain that the square with the bean bag is dangerous and can’t be landed on. Have two
or three children select a bean bag each. Taking turns, the first child throws the bean
bag into square one and jumps or hops over it to the second one. The child moves to the
end and back. When they get back to square two, they bend down and pick the bean bag
up from the “dangerous” square and hop or jump home. Have the next child do the same.
In the next round, square two becomes the “dangerous” square, and so on.
 Children can decorate pre-drawn hopscotch patterns on an old sheet. This may also
double as a “parachute” and eliminates problems with hopscotch patterns inside.
 Encourage the children to invent their own hopscotch patterns.
 Read Red-Eyed Tree Frog with the children. Then go to a playground together and draw
a giant snake hopscotch pattern with chalk. Invite the children to pretend they are
Red-Eyed Tree frogs as they hop and jump along the snake’s body.

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
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GAMES

Physical activity links: Vigorous play (building strong bones and muscles); developing movement skills
(body and spatial awareness, jumping, leaping)
Language/literacy links: Pretend play; playing with the sounds of language
Equipment: Chalk or small ropes
Where: Outdoors or large indoor area

Let’s play
 With chalk or ropes, mark two lines to make a river; wide at one end, narrow at the
other. Encourage each child to choose the width he or she feels comfortable jumping.
 Invite the children to jump in and out and over the river. Call out: “on the bank”; “in the
river”; or “across the river.”
○

For children with a mobility difficulty invite them to cross the lines using their
preferred mobility strategy.

○

Some children have difficulty imagining a river. You can make the river more real by
using something different from the floor as the river (e.g. a towel on the carpet).
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River bank jump
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Try this way
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 Introduce an element of suspense and peril by pretending the river has hungry
alligators in it. Set the mood by reciting or acting out “Three Little Monkeys.”

Swing your arms up so that you fly,
bend your knees to softly return from the sky.

THREE LITTLE MONKEYS
Three little monkeys swinging from a tree,
Teasing Mr. Alligator, “Can’t catch me!”
Along came Mr. Alligator slowly as can be
Then … SNAP!
Two little monkeys swinging from a tree,
Teasing Mr. Alligator, “Can’t catch me!”
Along came Mr. Alligator slowly as can be
Then … SNAP!
One little monkey swinging from a tree,
Teasing Mr. Alligator, “Can’t catch me!”
Along came Mr. Alligator slowly as can be
Then … SNAP!
- Anonymous

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
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Physical activity links: Developing movement skills (body control skills and spatial awareness);
creativity
Language/literacy links: Vocabulary (position words: over, under, through, beside, between, along);
pretending
Equipment: Ten metres of string, wool, or rope
Where: Indoors or outdoors
Book link: We’re Going on a Bear Hunt by Michael Rosen

Let’s play
 Outline a winding trail on the floor, carpet, grassy area or down the hall. Have the
children follow the trail using crawling and creeping actions.
 Suggest, or ask the children to suggest, different ways of moving along the trail (e.g.
scampering like a squirrel, stalking like a cat, creeping backwards).
○

Some children have difficulty inventing movement ideas; they can benefit from
copying other’s responses before creating their own movements.

 Read the “Caterpillar” poem together, and take turns doing snail tickles up each other’s
backs.
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Follow the trail
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Try this way
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 Arrange the trail to go over, under, between and around objects. Out loud, describe
where the trail goes and invite the children to do the same. Have the children design
the trail.
 Introduce number sequences: “creep three paces forward; crawl back four; shake like a
wet dog, then crawl forward six more.”
 Older children can work in pairs, one child leading the creeping/crawling while the other
child follows behind holding onto the leader’s ankles; take turns and rotate positions.
 After reading We’re Going on a Bear Hunt, pretend the rope is the trail to the bear’s
cave... and join the children in sequencing and reversing all the actions along the way.

CATERPILLAR
“Who’s that ticklin’ my back?” said the wall, (crawl fingers up the child’s back)
“Me,” said a small caterpillar, “I’m learning to crawl.”
- Anonymous

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
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Physical activity links: Developing movement skills (body and spatial awareness, rhythm, timing);
playing actively
Language/literacy links: Playing with sounds (distinguishing, creating, describing); pretending
Equipment: Homemade instruments; CD player (optional)
Where: Indoors or outdoors
Let’s make: Musical instruments
Book link: Nicholas Cricket by Joyce Maxner

Let’s play
 With the children, experiment with the instruments to find out the different sounds
they can make. Play loudly, softly, quickly, slowly.
 Encourage the children to play along in time to rhythmic clapping or music (e.g. on CD or
tape), moving all around the space. Stop the music or clapping every now and then and
change instruments. Vary the rhythm and encourage the children to try to keep the
beat.
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Join the band
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Try this way
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 Read Nicholas Cricket. Pretend to be a marching band and swing and strut and sashay
as you march and play. Step out with heavy steps to strong beats and light ones to soft
beats.
 Model different musical moods: happy sounds; gentle sounds; angry sounds, etc. Invite
the children to identify the feelings that fit the sounds created… and to create sounds
for you to describe with words. Call out different “moods” (e.g. happy; tired; giggly;
angry) and have the children respond with music, varying instruments, rhythm, and
volume.
 Read or sing and enjoy “BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! OOMM - PAH! - PAH!” and play all the
imaginary instruments.

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! OOMM - PAH! - PAH!
We can play on the big bass drum
And this is the way we do it:
BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!
Goes the big bass drum,
And that is the music to it.
We can play on the xylophone
And this is the way we do it:
PING! PONG! PONG!
Goes the xylophone,
And that is the music to it.
We can play on the silver flute
And this is the way we do it:
TOOT! TOOT! TOOT!
Goes the silver flute,
And that is the music to it.
We can play on the big fat tuba
And this is the way we do it:
OOMM - PAH! - PAH!
Goes the big fat tuba,
And that is the music to it.
We can play on the tambourine
And this is the way we do it:
JINGLY - JING!
Goes the tambourine,
And that is the music to it.
- Margaret Mayo

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
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Physical activity links: Participating with the children; vigorous play; developing movement skills (e.g.
jump, leap); body and spatial awareness
Language/literacy links: Pretend play; playing with the sounds of language
Equipment: Chalk, wool, or small ropes
Where: Outdoors or large indoor space

Let’s play
 With chalk or ropes, mark out a series of lines with different distances between the
lines.
 Invite the children to move across by hopping or jumping without touching the lines.
○

Encourage children with a mobility difficulty to cross the lines using their preferred
mobility strategy.
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Let’s fly
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Try this way
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 Together invent new ways to move across the lines (e.g. “Show me a different way to
get to the other side”).

Swing your arms up so that you fly,
bend your knees to softly return from the sky.

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
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Physical activity links: Vigorous play (building strong bones and muscles); developing body control and
movement skills
Language/literacy links: Support activity with talk and sign (sequenced directions); vocabulary (letter,
colour, and number identification, negation terms)
Equipment: Coloured cards or felt squares with a number, a letter, a colour word or shape
on each card (Note. these can be made by the children)
Where: Indoors or outdoors

Let’s play
 Start a conversation about colours by reading the “Spring Song” poem. Have the
children identify and categorize other colours in their environment. For example:
colours they can find inside or outside; colours that are bright or pale; winter, fall,
summer, and spring colours.
 Scatter cards around area. Call out a sequence of colours to move to. For example: “red,
blue, then green.” Then extend this activity to numbers or letters.
○

If a child has difficulty identifying the colours, letters, numbers, or remembering
the sequence, do the activity together. For example, ask the child to identify the
red card. Point to red and then move to the red card together. Then identify the
blue card, and so forth.

SPRING SONG
Have you ever seen
such green, such green?
Have you ever seen
such blue
as the woods in April
when they blink
and a bit of the sky
looks through?
And the light — the light
is tiny and bright
in every blob
of dew?
Have you ever seen
such green, such green?
Have you ever seen
such blue?
- Jean Kenward

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
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Rainbow scatter
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Try this way
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 Call out different ways for the children to move to the cards – e.g. hop, skip, jump, leap,
gallop, crawl, stay low.
 Give letter cues: “move to a letter that’s in your name”; “move to a letter that makes
the sound a snake makes”; “move to a letter that the word ‘Dad’ starts with”; etc.
 Add challenge by including negatives. For example:
○

“Run and touch four cards, but DON’T touch the number 3.”

○

“Walk between the cards, when I clap my hands land on any card EXCEPT a blue
one.”

○

“Jump around two different cards, which DON’T have the letters B or G on them.”

Encourage children to watch where they are moving
to avoid collisions. Using duplicates can provide
more options so they all don’t go to the same card.

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
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Physical activity links: Vigorous play (building muscles and cardiovascular fitness)
Language/literacy links: Pretend play; vocabulary: movement words (slide, glide, roll, pitch); directional
words (right, left, sideways, backwards, forwards); support play with talk and
sign
Equipment: Snow!!
Where: Outdoors
Book link: Stella, Queen of the Snow by Marie-Lousie Gay

Let’s play
 Outside, take turns making a pathway for the others to “follow in the footsteps.”
Have fun making the path change direction, crisscross itself, and change the distance
between the footprints so that some are close together and some need a jump to reach.
 Talk about how snow makes things look different.
 Write letters and numbers and names in the snow.
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Snow play: Tricky
tracks
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Try
Trythis
this way
way
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 Introduce the many ways of playing in the snow by reading Stella, Queen of the Snow
 Introduce the many ways of playing in the snow by reading Stella, Queen of the Snow
with
the children. Talk about things you used to do in the snow when you were little.
with the children. Talk about things you used to do in the snow when you were little.
Investigate
feels, looks,
looks,and
andthe
thesounds
soundsyou
youcan
canmake
make
you
Investigateand
anddescribe
describethe
the way
way snow
snow feels,
asas
you
scrunch
scrunchthrough
throughit.
it.
See
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canfind
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look
like...
and
try
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in
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animals look like... and try to copy these in the snow.
Have
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Havefun
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Physical activity links: Building physical activity into every day
Language/literacy links: Supporting activity with talk and sign (e.g. observing and discussing,
speculating); counting
Equipment: None
Where: Outdoors
Book link: 1001 Things to Spot in the Town by Anna Milbourne; I Took a Walk by
Henry Cole

Let’s play
 Take a walk to carry out an everyday task and use this time for talking. Point out
to the children what you notice on your walk. For example, “Oh, look over there, a
cement mixer with the pouring chutes operating... what do you think they’re building?”
Encourage the children to tell you about what they see.

Try this way
 Choose some pages from 1001 Things to Spot in the Town and together find and count
the objects in the different scenes. Follow this with a walk in your own neighbourhood.
Before starting out, and along the way, decide on some of the things that you might see
and make a game out of finding them.
 Read I Took a Walk, then go on a walk to a park, garden, or field. Make a list (oral or
written) of plants, insects, and small creatures noticed by looking closely and carefully.
Afterwards, give each child a folded sheet of paper. On the outside they’re to draw
the park, garden, or field just visited. On the inside have the children draw some of the
things they might have missed if they hadn’t been such keen observers.
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Walk and talk
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITY & LITERACY

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
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Physical activity links: Developing movement skills (body and spatial awareness, rhythm, timing);
Physical activity links: creativity;
Developing social
movement
(body and spatial awareness, rhythm, timing);
skillsskills
(leading)
creativity;
social
skills
(leading)
Language/literacy links: Support play with talk and sign (e.g. describing movement in words,
Language/literacy links: interpreting
Support play words
with talk
sign (e.g. describing
movement in words,
withand
movement);
pretend play
interpreting
words
with
movement);
pretend
play
Equipment: 1 ribbon stick or canning ring for each child
Equipment:
1 ribbon or
stick
or canning ring for each child
Where: Indoors
outdoors
Where:
Indoors
or
outdoors
Let’s make: Ribbons
Let’s
Ribbons
Beluga by Raffi
Bookmake:
link: Baby
Book link: Baby Beluga by Raffi

Let’s play
Let’s play

 With the children, hold the end of the ribbon stick or the canning ring and practice
 With
children,
hold
the 8,
endwaves,
of therainbow,
ribbon stick
the canning
makingthe
patterns
(e.g.
figure
spiral,orcircle,
wiggle).ring and practice
making patterns (e.g. figure 8, waves, rainbow, spiral, circle, wiggle).
○ Show the children how to use the whole arm, the lower arm (from the elbow) or just
○ Show
the children
to use the
whole
arm,hands.
the lower arm (from the elbow) or just
the wrist,
to make how
the ribbon
move.
Change
the wrist, to make the ribbon move. Change hands.
 Invite the children to act out ideas using their ribbons (e.g. pretend it’s a windshield
 Invite
children
to act out
ideas
using their
wiper, athe
tornado,
a bicycle
wheel,
a wiggly
snake,ribbons
etc.). (e.g. pretend it’s a windshield
wiper, a tornado, a bicycle wheel, a wiggly snake, etc.).

FIGURE 8
FIGURE 8

WIGGLE
WIGGLE

CIRCLE
CIRCLE
Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy
Solutions)
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Wriggly
Wriggly ribbons
ribbons
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 Read “Washing Machine” out loud and together create the movements described in the
poem.
 Make up actions to a favourite book or song. For example, a wave action could be used
to show “Swim so wild and swim so free” and a spiral above the head could be “the water
squirtin’ out of your spout” in the Baby Beluga story.
 Play “Copy Cat.” Make a pattern with your ribbon and invite the children to copy it. The
children can take turns being the leader.
 Pretend the ribbon has magic powers... but only if it never touches the ground ... or never
stops moving... or if the person holding it always stays on tiptoe... or always holds one hand
behind her back, etc. Take turns deciding on “the rule.”

THE WASHING MACHINE
Washing in the washing machine, going round and round.
Washing in the washing machine, moving up and down.
Round and round and up and down, it makes a noisy sound.
Faster, faster, faster, round and round and round.
- Anonymous

RAINBOW

SPIRAL

WAVE
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Snow play: Tricky
tracks
Physical activity links: Vigorous play (building muscles and cardiovascular fitness)
Language/literacy links: Pretend play; vocabulary: movement words (slide, glide, roll, pitch); directional
words (right, left, sideways, backwards, forwards); support play with talk and
sign
Equipment: Snow!!
Where: Outdoors
Book link: Stella, Queen of the Snow by Marie-Lousie Gay

Balancing
Our Bodies

Let’s play

 Outside, take turns making a pathway for the others to “follow in the footsteps.”
Have fun making the path change direction, crisscross itself, and change the distance
between the footprints so that some are close together and some need a jump to reach.
 Talk about how snow makes things look different.
 Write letters and numbers and names in the snow.
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Creative balances
Physical activity links: Developing movement skills (body awareness and manipulation, balance);
creativity
Language/literacy links: Vocabulary (e.g. sit, squat, cross-legged, balance, juggle); number knowledge;
support activity with talk and sign (interpreting instructions)
Equipment: None
Where: Indoors or outdoors
Book links: The Little Red Hen and the Grains of Wheat by L. R. Hen and Jago; Make it
Balance by David Evans and Claudette Williams

Let’s play
 Show the children different ways to balance. Invite them to copy your actions (e.g.
stand on one leg; on tiptoes; two knees and one hand; bottom and two hands; crosslegged; knees and one elbow, etc.).
 Play “Puzzle Balances.” Ask the children to show how they can balance on different
combinations of body parts (e.g. “balance on your bottom and two elbows”; “balance on
one foot and one hand”; “balance on a part that has no toes”). Call out a number for how
many parts can touch the floor.
 Read the “Upside Down” poem together and invite the children to suggest tricky
balances and challenges to try.

UPSIDE DOWN
It’s funny how beetles
and creatures like that
can walk upside down
as well as walk flat.
They crawl on a ceiling
and climb on a wall
without any practice
or trouble at all.
While I have been trying
for a year (maybe more)
and still I can’t stand
with my head on the floor.
- Aileen Fisher
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Try this way

 Read Make it Balance for more body balance ideas, then try some of the experiments
and challenges shown in the photos (e.g. building a tower by balancing books and plastic
cups).
 Have the children balance by leaning on or away from each other, matching hands,
backs, bottoms...
 Read The Little Red Hen and the Grains of Wheat with the children and have them
identify where balancing is happening in the different illustrations. Help the children
distinguish between balancing, swinging, and juggling; and balancing when still and when
moving.

Games : Balancing Our Bodies

 Invite the children to create new ways of balancing (e.g. “Can you think of another
way to balance?”) and describe what they’ve done (e.g. “Look, I’m on one knee and two
elbows!”).

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
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Freeze dance
Physical activity links: Vigorous play; creativity and self-expression; social skills; developing
movement skills (e.g. locomotor and body control)
Language/literacy links: Vocabulary development; support play with talk and sign (e.g. interpreting
directions); pretending
Equipment: Music (e.g. CD player, radio, singing)
Where: Indoors or outdoors
Book link: Slither, Swoop, Swing by Alex Ayliffe; Animmachines by Debora Pearson

Let’s play
 Invite the children to move to the music (e.g. walk, skip, roll, twirl, sway). Stop the
music and call “freeze.” The challenge for the children is to stay perfectly still until you
start the music again (e.g. three to four seconds).
 Play freeze dance differently by:
○

Calling out different characters or objects and have the children move like: an iceskater spinning; a puppy with a sore paw; a cat stalking a bird; a sleek racing car; a
donkey pulling a very heavy load...
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 Read the book Slither, Swoop, Swing or and act out the movements in the pictures.
Take turns coming up with and calling out movement ideas. Use these actions in freeze
dance.
 While playing freeze dance have the children interpret feeling words with movement:
happily, sadly, energetically, solemnly, mysteriously, joyfully, etc.

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Helicopter
Physical activity links: Vigorous play (building strong bones and muscles); and developing movement
skills (jumping, timing)
Language/literacy links: Support activity with talk and sign; playing with the letters and sounds of the
language (chanting, counting rhymes, spelling)
Equipment: A skipping rope weighted with a soft object (e.g. a bean bag) at one end
Where: Outdoors or large indoor space

Let’s play
 Holding the skipping rope at one end, kneel or bend down and slowly move the rope in
a circle around your body. To keep the rope moving without spinning yourself around,
you’ll need to pass the rope from hand to hand. Keep the rope low to the ground.
 Invite the children to jump over the rope when it reaches them.
○

If this is too difficult sway or wiggle the rope back and forth for the children to
jump over.

 Each time a child jumps over the rope, call out one letter of the child’s name (or the
name of animals, friends, etc.) until the word is complete (R H E E N A); invite the
children to take over the spelling.
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Try this way
Try this way
To increase the challenge you can turn or wiggle the rope faster.
To increase the challenge you can turn or wiggle the rope faster.
Accompany the spinning of the rope with skipping rhymes and chants:
Accompany the spinning of the rope with skipping rhymes and chants:
Around and around
Around and around
and around we go,
and around we go,
Where we’ll end up,
Where we’ll end up,
Nobody knows!
Nobody knows!

 Count each jump backwards to blast-off!
 Count each jump backwards to blast-off!

Ten - nine - eight - seven - six - five - four - three - two - one - blast-off!
Ten - nine - eight - seven - six - five - four - three - two - one - blast-off!

 Share the poem “Just Watch” with the children as you transition to, or from, the
 Share
the
poem “Just Watch” with the children as you transition to, or from, the
jumping
activity.
jumping activity.

JUST WATCH

JUST
WatchWATCH
How high
Watch
I’m jumping,
How high
Watch
I’m jumping,
How far
Watch
I hop,
How far
Watch
I hop,
How long
Watch
I’m skipping
How long
Watch
I’m skipping
How fast
Watch
I stop!
How fast
- Myra
Cohn Livingston
I stop!
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Yoga Poses

Games

Physical activity links Developing movement skills (body awareness and
manipulation, balance)

Language/literacy links Vocabulary (e.g. sit, squat, cross-legged), support activity with
talk and sign (interpreting instructions), creativity
Equipment None

Let’s play

Where Outdoors or indoors

1. Invite the children to find their own space in the room.

2. Move through a variety of yoga poses that are safe and fun for kids .

Breathing (Pranayama)
Every yoga class begins with a few quiet minutes to prepare the body
and mind for the practice. Breathing helps our minds and bodies relax.
Tell the children: “Let’s sit in a comfortable position. Close your eyes.
Slowly, breathe in through your nose (pause), and out through your nose
(pause). Breathe in through your nose (pause), and out through your
nose (pause). Feel your body and mind getting ready for yoga. Slowly
open your eyes.”

Downward Facing Dog Pose (Adho Mukha Svanasana)
This pose helps build strong muscles, flexibility of the joints and spine,
and confidence in our body’s ability to move in unique ways. Tell the
children: “Let’s do the dog pose together.” (Begin in an all fours position,
(hands under shoulders, and knees under hips. Curl your toes under; straighten your legs
and then your arms. Hold this upside down V position for three breaths. Carefully return to
all fours). Ask the children, “How does your body feel?”

Child’s Pose
Tell the children: “Let’s do the child’s pose together.” (Sit on your heels, lower your forehead
to the ground and extend your arms way out in front of you.) Ask the children, “Did you feel
your knees pushing on your belly? This pose helps your belly digest food better.”
Adapted by Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Vinyasas
These are sequences of yoga poses, done without stopping. Vinyasas make our hearts beat
faster which strengthens the heart muscle and gives us energy. Tell the children: “Let’s put
our downward facing dog and child’s poses together.” (Begin with the dog pose, lower to
all fours and move into the child’s pose, return to all fours and then the dog pose, back to
all fours and the child’s pose. Rest here.) Ask the children, “Do you feel your heart beating
faster? It’s getting stronger!”

Relaxation Pose (Shavasana)
This special pose is done at the end of every yoga class, but can be done anytime of the day
or night to help us relax. Tell the children: “Let’s do the relaxation pose together.” (Lie on
your backs, palms at your sides facing up, legs fall off to the sides). “Close your eyes. Focus
on your breath moving in and out of your nose. Feel your belly rising and falling.” (To help
children relax in this pose, play soft music and dim the lights). Ask the children, “How do
you feel?”

Games

Tree Pose (Vrksasana)
Balancing poses, like the tree, improve our ability to focus, pay attention, and concentrate
for longer and longer periods of time. Tell the children: “Imagine you are a tall tree with
roots growing out the bottoms of your feet. Let’s do the tree balance together. (Begin in a
standing position with palms touching and thumbs resting on your heart). Shift your weight
to your left leg and slowly raise your right foot to your ankle, shin, or inner thigh with your
knee facing out. Slowly return your foot to the floor and repeat on the other side.) Ask the
children, “Was one side easier than the other? Balancing poses take practice and you will
get better and better!”

Namaste
After the relaxation pose, it is traditional to return to a sitting position, bring your palms
together with thumbs touching your heart, and making eye contact and smiling with each
other, saying the word, “Namaste.” Namaste is a Sanskrit word that means, “the light in you
sees the light in me” or more simply, “we are all special.” This simple greeting teaches all of
us about respect.

Try this way

•
•

Make up poses together: Yoga for kids should be creative. Encourage the
children to make up new poses and name them. This is great for practicing
language skills. Make the animal sounds. Use natural gestures, too. Hop
like a bunny and slither like a snake.
Read a book and act out the animals in yoga poses. Have the children pose
page by page along with the story.

Adapted from PBS Kids, www.pbs.org/parents/food-and-fitness/sport-and-fitness/practice-yoga-with-your-child/
Adapted by Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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My friend beanie
Physical activity links: Developing movement skills (body and spatial awareness); cooperation
Language/literacy links: Vocabulary (location words: on, under, between; and action words: sag, wiggle,
wag); counting; predicting
Equipment: 1 bean bag per child (beanie)
Where: Indoors or outdoors
Let’s make: Bean bags
Book link: From Head to Toe by Eric Carle

Let’s play
 With the children, explore all sorts of ways to balance the bean bag on different parts
of the body. For example: on the head, shoulders, nose, ear, bottom; between the legs,
knees, toes, elbows. Use the “Body Language” poem for ideas about where to put beanie.
Invite the children to find other ways to balance “beanie” on their bodies.

5870 Games: Balancing Our Bodies

BODY LANGUAGE
Hips wiggle
Tummies sag
Shoulders shrug
Tongues wag
Feet patter
Scalps tingle
Teeth chatter
Chests heave
Backs ache
Hair curls
Nails break
Arms fold
Legs jump
Ankles sprain

Hearts pump
Noses twitch
Hands clap
Elbows bend
Fingers snap
Skin wrinkles
Knuckles crack
Knees knock
Lips smack
Thumbs twiddle
Eyes blink
Heads nod
Brains think!
- Anonymous
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Try this way

Games : Balancing Our Bodies

 Challenge the children to invent tricky balance positions for beanie on their bodies. Ask
them to predict how many seconds they can hold beanie in place before it drops — then
try it.
 Play “pass the package” by passing the bean bag back and forth with a partner. For
example, pass the beanbag from foot to foot and back again. Try again, using elbows, or
holding beanie between shoulder and chin, etc. Pretend the bean bag is magic and it will
splatter and shatter if dropped; take great care not to let it hit the ground.
 Read From Head to Toe and play “Copy Cat.” Take turns showing different tricks with
beanie for others to try.

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
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Simon says shape
shifting
Physical activity links: Participating with the children; creativity and self-expression, developing body
control skills
Language/literacy links: Support play with talk and sign (e.g. interpreting instructions to apply rules of
the game; discussion); pretending
Equipment: None
Where: Indoors or outdoors
Book links: Simon Says! by Shen Roddie; Animachines by Debora Pearson

Let’s play
 Read the “Can You” poem together and invite the children to copy the movements of
the animals, adding the sounds each animal makes. Think of different animals and,
together, move as they do. Read “If” and have the children pretend to be a grizzly bear
and a teddy bear.
 Use some of these movements and sounds in a game of Simon Says. Move only when the
leader begins by saying “Simon Says” - otherwise stay still. For example, if the leader
says “Simon Says be a bear,” the children should move like a bear, but if the leader
says “Be a bear” the children shouldn’t move a muscle. Take turns being the leader.
○

If children with hearing impairments are playing, use sign and/or show cards
illustrating the animals and another card showing “Simon says.”

CAN YOU
Can you...
Snap like a crocodile
Curl up like a snail
Stretch out like a starfish
To the tips of your nails?
- Margaret Mayo
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Try this way
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 Move like different machines. Read Animachines for some ideas. For example; move
like a pump, a wheel, a crane, a cement mixer, a washing machine, etc. Use machine
movements in Simon Says.
 Invite the children to pretend they are using: skates, skis, stilts, a scooter, a bike, etc.
— and move on these at different speeds and in different directions (e.g. “Zig-zag on
roller-blades”).
 Read Simon Says! and invite the children to tell you if they think the animals were
playing the game fairly or not, and why.
IF
If I were a bear, a grizzly bear,
I wouldn’t politely pull, I’d tear,
and rip and growl and grunt and scowl
and make all the squirrels stare.
If I were a bear, a brown teddy-bear,
I wouldn’t just sit around in a chair,
but snuggle and huddle and comfort and cuddle
any children who might be there.
- Malcolm Carrick

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
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Stilt walking
Physical activity links:
Language/literacy links:
Equipment:
Where:
Let’s make:
Book link:

Playing with the children; developing balance
Vocabulary: describing words (tight, taught, wobble, sway); pretend play
Stilts
Indoors or outdoors
Stilts
Make it Balance by David Evans and Claudette Williams

Let’s play
 Show the children how to pull the rope tight to keep the cans in contact with their
feet. Practice standing up straight when walking on the stilts.
 Encourage the children to walk in different ways (e.g. step sideways, walk in a circle).
 Invite the children to use their stilts to interpret the poems. For example:
○

Read the “Elephant” poem together and pretend to be an elephant and sway slowly,
majestically.

○

Stretch tall after sharing “The Yellow Giraffe.”

○

Read “Skyscraper,” then encourage the children to imagine what being tall would let
them do.
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ELEPHANT
Right foot, left foot, see me go
I am grey and big and slow
I come walking down the street
With my trunk and my four big feet
- Anonymous
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Try this way
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 Read Make it Balance and choose some of the experiments to try.

THE YELLOW GIRAFFE
The yellow giraffe is as tall as can be.
His lunch is a bunch of leaves off a tree.
He has a very long neck and his legs are long too.
And he can run faster than his friends in the zoo.
- Anonymous
SKYSCRAPER
Skyscraper, skyscraper
Scrape me some sky,
Tickle the sun
While the stars go by.
Tickle the stars
While the sun’s climbing high,
Then skyscraper, skyscraper,
Scrape me some sky.
- Dennis Lee

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
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Let’s Make
Crafts
for Physical
Activity
How to Use This Section
The following activities are quiet crafts that support physical
activity. These crafts can be played during quiet time or
when younger children are napping.  They serve as a great
alternative to screen time.  This section provides a list of
activities that will have children creating objects such as
paddle bats, beanbags and bubble wands.  Most of the crafts
can be used right away, are soft and can be used indoors.  
Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Green thumbs
Physical activity links: Vigorous play (building strong bones, muscles, cardiovascular fitness); building
activity into your day
Language/literacy links: Measuring; charting; numbers; writing
Healthy eating links: Involving children in gardening; reading books about gardening
Equipment: Trowels, spoons, flowerpots, cut-down milk containers or recycled plant
containers
Where: Outdoors; indoors with plant pots or window box
Book link: A Seed Grows by Pamela Hickman

Let’s play
 With the children, look through local nursery or seed catalogues to select several
flowers and vegetables to plant. Let the children choose what to plant.
 Visit a nursery or store together to buy the seeds.
 Outside: the children can dig a small plot of ground. Inside: the children can fill a
container with soil. This would be a good time to read the poem “Maytime Magic.”
 Together carefully count the number of seeds in each pot or row, and write this
number on a chart. Encourage the children to predict how many days it will be before
the plants peek through the soil. Later, check and record how many seeds sprouted, and
how many days it took.
 Help the children label the pots or rows by drawing pictures or copying the name onto
popsicle sticks.
 Have the children mark on a calendar when the seeds were planted, when watered, when
they sprouted, and have them measure and mark the growth of the plant.
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Try this way
 Plant a “scent garden” - mint, lemon balm, and sage are easy. Later, go on a scent tour
together, rubbing leaves and enjoying the fragrance.
 Read A Seed Grows and talk about all the steps of growing a plant.

MAYTIME MAGIC
A little seed
For me to sow...
A little earth
To make it grow...
A little hole,
A little pat...
A little wish,
And that is that.
A little sun,
A little shower...
A little while,
And then - a flower!
- Mabel Watts

EASY TO GROW:
Zucchini
Cucumbers
Peas
Beans
Radishes
Cherry tomatoes
Bok choy
Marigolds
Nasturtiums
Calendula

Dig a little hole
Plant a little seed
Pour a little water
Pull a little weed.
Up! Up! Up!
Green stems climb.
Open wide!
It’s blossom time!
- Anonymous

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
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Let’s make
Bubble recipe
You will need (to make 2.5 L [10 cups]):
 2.5 L (10 cups) of water
 250 ml (1 cup) of soap detergent
 30 ml (2 tablespoons) glycerine (purchase at pharmacy)
How to:
1. Put water in pail or bucket and add the detergent and glycerine.
2. Stir slowly to avoid bubbling.
3. For best results let the mixture sit overnight.

Bubble wand
Yogurt lid bubble wand
You will need:
 A plastic lid (e.g. yogurt, margarine container)
 Thumb tack
 Wooden chopstick
How to:
1. Cut the centre out of a plastic lid and thumb tack it to a wooden chopstick.
Fly swat bubble wand
You will need:
 A plastic fly swatter
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How to:
1. Dip the fly swatter into a plate of bubble mix and wave it around for lots and
lots of tiny bubbles.
Pipe cleaner bubble wand
You will need:
 A pipe cleaner
How to:
1. Shape a pipe cleaner into a circle, leaving an end to hold.

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
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Balloon drum
You will need:
 Juice can, oatmeal box, or empty round food container
 2 large balloons
 2 heavy rubber bands
 2 unsharpened pencils with erasers
How to:
1. Open both ends of the container to make the drum body.
2. Cut the small end off the balloons: this is the drum skin.
3. Stretch the closed end of the balloon over the drum body.
4. Hold the balloon in place with the rubber band and smooth out any wrinkles.
5. Repeat the previous steps to make the opposite end of the drum.
6. Use the pencils as drum sticks.
7. Use the eraser end of the pencil on the drum (Note: Do not sharpen the pencils).
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Jingle stick
You will need:
 A 30 cm (14 inch) stick, a wooden spoon or some straws taped together
 Ribbon, string cotton or tape
 Bells, things that jingle and jangle
How to:
1. Attach bells to top of stick with ribbon, string, cotton or tape.
2. Jingle and jangle.

Maracas
You will need:
 Plastic containers with lid (screw top is best)
 Rice, beans, sand, lentils*
 Strong tape
 Ribbon decorations
How to:
1. Fill plastic container a third full with one of the above fillings.
2. Tape firmly.
3. Decorate and shake.
* Use different fillings for different sounds.

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
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Tambourines
You will need:
 Two paper plates per tambourine
 Rice, beans, lentils
 Stapler and tape
 Decorations
How to:
1. Staple (or tape) paper plates together leaving a small opening.
2. Fill with rice, beans, or lentils.
3. Tape opening closed.
4. Decorate and shake.

Ankle bells
You will need:
 Two-sided Velcro tape available from garden or sewing suppliers
 Small bells available from craft or dollar stores
 Needle and thread
How to:
1. Cut a length of two sided Velcro tape about 15 cm (6 inches) long.
2. Attach 2 or 3 bells to the tape using a needle and thread.
3. Attach around the child’s ankle.
IDEA: If you are unable to find two-sided Velcro tape, sew two 8 cm (3½ inch) pieces of
Velcro together, putting the hook and furry sides opposite.
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Bean bags
You will need:
 Birdseed, dried beans, shell grit, or popcorn
 Funnel or 500-600 ml plastic bottle
 Balloons
 Scissors
How to:
1. Use the funnel (see IDEA below) to fill the balloon with birdseed (this can be a
slow process).
2. Cut the neck off the balloon and place a second balloon over the hole, completely
covering the ball so that no birdseed can come out (add a second balloon base if
you want the bean bag to be stronger).
3. Cut the neck off another balloon, open it up and place it over the ball; repeat
the process, adding several layers of balloons (try to ensure that the original
birdseed hole is always covered by several layers of balloon).
4. Cut holes in successive layers of balloons to create coloured patterns.
IDEA: To make a funnel, cut a 500-600 ml plastic bottle in half. Cover the cut end with
tape. The neck end of the bottle acts as a funnel.

Games : Let’s Make Crafts for Physical Activity

LET’S MAKE

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
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Rocket launcher
You will need:
 1 metre (3 feet) length of wood plank
 Halved section of a round wood post the same width as wood plank
How to:
1. Position the halved wood post section a third of the way down the plank with the
flat side of the post against the plank.
2. Secure the plank to the round post section with 2.25 cm (1 inch) nails or large
screws, making sure the nails and screws run from the plank through to the post
section. Check for any sharp ends and round off or hammer back.
3. The rocket launcher is now ready to be used on any firm surface.
4. Place the launcher with plank up, post section down. Place a bean bag or soft toy
at one end. Stomp on the other end and watch the bean bag fly up.
5. To help keep items on the launch-pad, attach an ice-cream container lid to the
launch end.
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Walking stilts

You can use tin cans or blocks of wood to make stilts. Wood block stilts will carry heavier
weight (e.g. grown ups).
Tin can stilts
You will need:
 Two strong tin cans (preferably juice, soup, or milk cans so you don’t have to
remove the lid — this will keep the can strong)
 Rope or cord, about 2 metres (6 feet) for each can
 Toilet paper roll or small sections of garden hose pipe (or something similar)
 A triangle-head can opener
How to:
1. Pierce the can making a hole on each side near the top (rather than on the top
itself).
2. Drain out the liquid and rinse inside with soapy water.
3. Thread rope through the holes and the toilet paper roll then join rope ends
together.
4. Children hold onto the ropes using the toilet paper roll to cushion the rope as
they walk on the cans.
5. Decorate the cans with strips of coloured electrical tape, stickers, or paint.
Wood block stilts
You will need:
 Two blocks of wood about 12–15 cm high (5-6 inches) and wide enough for the
stilt walker’s foot
 Rope or cord, about 2-3 metres (4-6 feet) for each block (depending on the stilt
walker’s height)
 Toilet paper roll or small sections of garden hose pipe (or something similiar)
 Drill

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
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How to:
1. Drill a hole from one side of the block to the other.
2. Thread rope through the holes and the toilet paper roll then join rope ends
together.
3. Stilt walker holds onto the ropes using the toilet paper roll to cushion the rope
as he walks on the blocks.
4. Decorate the blocks with paint.
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Bottle scoop
You will need:
 An used plastic bottle, well washed (plastic milk bottles with handles are good)
How to:
1. Using a pair of scissors, cut off the bottom of the bottle.
2. Make an opening slanting back toward the handle or top.
3. Cover the cut edges with duct tape so the edges are not sharp.

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
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Ribbons
Simple
You will need:
 1–3 metres (3-9 feet) of ribbon or surveyor’s tape (i.e. depending on the size of
the child).
 A canning ring, a hair elastic, or a lid from a yogurt container with the middle cut
out.
How to:
1. Tie the ribbon to the canning ring, hair elastic, or lid.
Harder to make
You will need:
 20-30 cm (9-14 inch) length of 15 mm (¾ inch) wooden dowel rod
 1-3 metres (3-9 feet) of ribbon (i.e. depending on the size of the child)
 1 eye bolt
 Fishing line snap swivel (Note: number 12 size works well)
 Drill
How to:
1. Drill a hole down into the end of the dowel.
2. Screw the eye bolt into the drilled hole.
3. Attach the snap swivel to the eye bolt.
4. Fold the ribbon in half and feed it through the end of the swivel.
5. Tie a knot in the ribbon to secure it to the swivel.
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Paddle bat
You will need:
 Knee high stocking
 Masking or duct tape
 Coat hanger (metal)
How to:
1. Bend a coat hanger into a diamond or circular shape.
2. Squash the hanger hook closed a little.
3. Insert the hanger into the stocking.
4. Pull the stocking tight around the hanger.
5. Tape stocking onto the hanger just above the handle.
6. Rap tape around the bottom to create a handle.

Balloon cover
You will need:
 A balloon
 A knee high stocking
How to:
1. Place the balloon inside the stocking, with both openings at the same end.
2. Blow up and tie off the balloon inside the stocking.
3. Tie off the stocking and cut off any excess.

Excerpt from the HOP Early Learning Practitioners Resource (Decoda Literacy Solutions)
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Kites
You will need:
•
•

13-gallon (49-litre) plastic trash
bag (white bags are best for
decorating)

Two wooden dowels or straight
sticks, one 24 inches (60.96 cm)
long, the other 20 inches (50 cm)
long.

How to:

•

Scissors

•

Clear packing tape

•

•

String or fishing line
Ruler

Ribbon and permanent markers for
additional decoration

1. Cut open the trash bag to form a flat plastic sheet.

2. Measure six inches (15.24 cm) down on the long stick and make a mark.
Lay the short stick at the mark and form a “t” or cross shape. Tie the sticks
together and use some tape if necessary.
3. Put the sticks down on the trash bag and use your ruler to draw a line
around the frame from the top stick to the side and then down to the
bottom point. Use your ruler to continue the outline on the other side of
the t-shape. It should look like a diamond. Cut your diamond two inches
(5 cm) wider than your diamond pattern.

4. Lay the sticks on the plastic diamond shape and fold the edges over the
stick frame and tape it down. Turn the kite over and decorate it using your
markers.

5. Cut a piece of string 20 inches (50-cm) long. Poke holes in the top and
bottom of the kite and tie the string in a knot in the top and bottom holes
(if necessary, use some tape to keep it secure). Then tie on the rest of your
string to the middle of the string.
6. Tape the ribbon to the bottom of the kite to create a tail for your kite.

7. On a windy day, take your kite outside and start running, holding tightly
onto the kite string. Keep your kite away from power lines and trees.
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Facilitating a Positive Physical Activity Environment
The physical layout of an environment can affect how active children are, the types
of activities they do and the amount they move their bodies. Here are some practical
equipment and space oriented tips for creating a positive space at your centre.

Create a space in the childcare setting (outside and inside)
where physical activity is always allowed
Try clearing an area in your classroom where it is
always safe for kids to be active. Remove obstructions or
breakable materials and cover the floor in soft padding.

Create a physical activity plan

Work on scheduling physical activity into your daily schedule and be sure to stick to this
schedule. Plan how you might alter the space; get equipment ready and clean up. Adding
short bursts of activity throughout the day to your schedule is also a good strategy. This is
also a good way to ensure that you practice all three fundamental motor skills – balancing,
movement and coordination.

Develop some back-pocket ideas

Coming up with games on the spot is tricky. Try to come prepared with four to six easy, lowequipment games that can easily be played to fill some down time or if a planned activity is
unsuccessful. Use your Healthy Beginnings manual for some great ideas.
Here is a link to a mobile app from ParticipACTION that has some great on-the-go ideas
www.bringbackplay.ca/welcome/

Avoid overloading or cluttering physical activity space

Set out specialized equipment just before it is to be used. Provide children with options
for equipment, but do not make all of your equipment available every day. This helps to
encourage children to be creative.

Variety, variety, variety

Preschoolers are often active in short, high intensity bouts, so switching activities often
is crucial. Further, switching the activities you do in a weekly rotation is also important.
Replaying favourite games is a great way to promote enjoyable physical activity, but try to
add elements to games to increase the challenge or skills necessary to play the game.
Equipment variety is also important. Switch up what is available for unstructured physical
activity each day. Remember, physical activity equipment doesn’t have to be official gear –
large boxes, long rolls of paper, or ribbons can stimulate physically active play. Be creative.
Try playing favourite games in new locations, such as in a field or at the playground.
Adapted from www.caot.ca/otnow/March05/OTNowMarch05_GetMoving.pdf and www.
edu.gov.on.ca/eng/teachers/dpa_principals.pdf
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Being Active in Different Locations
One of the guidelines in this document reminds ELPs “outdoor playtime should be included
and where possible, play should be planned across a variety of settings.”
Here are some different locations and environments for preschoolers to be physically
active. Check to see what you have available in your community. Always plan for safe ways
to use these environments. The Nine Tips for Promoting Safe Physical Activity section in
this document can help with this.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety tip

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Groomed fields (soccer, field hockey, football)
Running track
Natural fields
Treed areas
Small hills
Sandboxes
Playgrounds
Try to visit many playgrounds in your area
Look for playgrounds with different types of equipment
Walk different routes to your preferred playgrounds
Municipal/provincial parks
Outdoor water parks
Fields or small hills covered in snow
Well-frozen ice (see Safety Tips sheet)
Safe water, such as filling a splash pool at the playground .
or visiting a local pond
Local community centre gymnasiums
Indoor fields (Astroturf)
Outdoor rinks (with or without ice)
Sandy areas (beach, outdoor volleyball court)
Paved outdoor courts
Outdoor baseball diamonds
Different flooring in the centre - padded floors, crash mats

Before using any public space with the children, ELPs must do a sweep/check of the space
for potential dangers. This includes looking for glass, sharp objects, rocks, feces, hidden
potholes in the grass, etc.  It is the responsibility of ELPs to ensure the play space is safe.
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Additional Equipment List
Here is a list of the equipment required to play the games outlined in this manual. The first
piece of equipment listevd is a suggested piece of gear, and the brackets contain adaptations
that work for some of the games. Some games also contain homemade equipment. You can
learn how to make these in the Let’s Make Crafts for Physical Activity section.
• Beanbags

• Soft toys (stuffed animals)

• Balls (various sizes, weights,
hardness, bounce-ability, shape)
– Tennis ball

– Plastic ball

– Sponge balls
– Paper balls

– Foam footballs, soccer balls

• Balloons

• Pylons (buckets, rocks, chalk)

cartons)

• Measuring object (stick, rope,
measuring tape, paper)

• Scarves (tissue, handkerchief, paper
towel, socks)

• Bowling pins (shoe box, rolled up
newspaper, milk cartons, recycling,
plastic cups)
• Plastic hockey stick (rolled up
newspaper)
• Chairs (boxes, foam blocks)

• Hula Hoops

• Bubble mix (homemade, pipe cleaner
wands)

• Skipping ropes (string, wool, rope)

• Pens and pencils

• Blankets, towels (cushions, felt
squares, tea towels)

• Baskets (laundry baskets, beach
bucket, yogurt containers, milk

• Plastic cups (bowls, dome pylons)
• Masking tape

• Stilts (homemade)

Additional equipment to promote physical activity
• CD player

• Frisbees

• Plastic baseball bat, t-ball set

• Other projectiles (at targets) .
– rubber chickens, water balloons

• Gardening equipment (shovels, dirt,
flower pots, seeds)

• Plastic racquets
• Parachute
• Scooters
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• Costumes

• Scoops, baseball gloves
• Crash mats
• Sandbox
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Introduction
As part of the Healthy Beginnings 2-5 program, the following resources can be given to
parents. The information in these handouts encourages families to promote physical
activity and reduce screen time within their family.

ELPs are encouraged to share information from this toolkit with parents. A great addition
to a newsletter may be telling parents about a game that the children enjoyed at the centre
and suggesting how it can played at home.  Crafts, detailed in the Let’s Make Crafts for
Physical Activity section, are also helpful for parents.  
ELPs are welcome to share any of their own ideas, recipes and games with families. Please
make sure these follow the Healthy Beginnings 2-5 guidelines or the recommendations
from the Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology.  

2 Family
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Family

The 5, 3, 1, 0 Approach
Five or more servings of vegetables and fruit every day
Vegetables and fruits contain nutrients that a child’s body needs. They should be a large
component of a preschooler’s diet.

According to the 2004 Canadian Community Health Survey, children who eat five or more
servings of vegetables and fruit each day are significantly less likely to be overweight and/or
obese than children who eat less than three servings per day. Additional evidence supports a
link between high vegetables and fruit consumption and decreased rates of cancers, diabetes
and heart disease.
•
•

Encourage your child to eat fruit and vegetables at every meal and snack.
Encourage your child to pack fruit and vegetables as a snack for preschool.

Three hours of physical activity or more per day

Young children tend to be active for brief periods at a time. Patterns of physical activity
in young children carry on into adulthood, so it is important to teach the importance of
activity from an early age.

The Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology recommends that toddlers and preschoolers
get at least three hours of physical activity at any intensity each day. At least 60 minutes of
physical activity should be parent-led and at least 60 minutes should be active unstructured
free play. The remaining 60 minutes can be accumulated in choice activities (either free play
or adult led).
•
•
•
•

Build physical activity into your daily routine.
Take children for a walk each day.
Provide time for unstructured playtime outside each day.
LEAP BC has a free manual for parents called Healthy Opportunities for Preschoolers
(HOP). This comprehensive manual has 60 play-focused activities for preschoolers.

One hour of screen time or less per day

Screen time refers to TV, computer and video game watching.

Canadian data indicates that children who watch more than two hours of screen time each
day have twice the risk of becoming overweight and/or obese than children who watch less
than one hour per day.
•
•
•

Limit screen time to less than one hour per day.
Children should not be allowed to watch TV before two years of age.
There should never be a TV, computer or other screens in a child’s bedroom.
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Zero sugar sweetened beverages per day
One of the major contributors to childhood obesity is the consumption of sugar sweetened
beverages. These beverages contain large amounts of sugar and should rarely be served.
For example, a can of pop contains 10-12 sugar cubes (40-48 grams of sugar). A serving of
sugar sweetened beverage can have a significant impact on a child’s diet, due to the amount
of added sugar. These beverages include soft drinks, pop, fruit beverages, punches, or
cocktails, sports drinks, candy-flavoured milks, energy drinks and flavoured coffees.
To determine the amount of sugar in a beverage, take a look at the nutrition facts table.
The ingredients list provides details about the sources of sugars. There are many different
names for sugars.
•
•
•

Syrups: cane syrup, maple syrup, rice syrup, agave

“ose” words: high fructose corn syrup, glucose, and sucrose
Honey and molasses

100 % pure fruit juice does not contain added sugar but does contain fructose. Fructose is
a natural sugar found in fruit which may contribute to excess weight gain. Servings of fruit
juice should be limited.
•

Water should be used to quench thirst.

•

If sugar sweetened beverages are served they should be considered a dessert
substitute.

•
•

Provide your preschooler with plain milk and water to drink.
Limit 100 % fruit juice to one small glass (125 ml) per day.

Adapted from the Childhood Obesity Foundation and the Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology
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CSEP Physical Activity Guidelines
In March 2012, the Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology (CSEP) released the first
Canadian Physical Activity Guidelines for the Early Years (aged 0–4 years). It also released
the first Canadian Sedentary Behaviour Guidelines for the Early Years (aged 0–4 years).

These guidelines are relevant to infants (aged less than one year), toddlers (aged one to two
years) and preschoolers (aged three to four years). A child’s gender, race, ethnicity or family
socio-economic status does not change these recommendations.

Physical activity

Parents and caregivers should encourage infants, toddlers and preschoolers to participate
in a variety of physical activities. Physical activity should support children’s healthy growth
and development, be age-appropriate, enjoyable and safe, and occur at home, at childcare
and in the community.  

6 Family: Parent Handout
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Sedentary behaviour and screen time

Sedentary behaviours generally involve sitting or lying down. These include television
viewing, using a computer, reading and drawing, and motorized transportation.  Many
young children spend too much time being sedentary.
For healthy growth and development, parents and caregivers are encouraged to limit
sedentary behaviours of infants, toddlers and preschoolers at home, at childcare and in the
community.
Adapted from CSEP and Active Healthy Kids Canada (2012)
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Physical Activity and Sedentary Behaviours
Physical activity means any movement performed by the body’s muscles. This forces your
body to work, as it must use up energy to move. Physical activity ranges from vigorous
activities, such as jogging or bicycling, to non-vigorous activities such as walking and
gardening.
Physical activity improves health. Many diseases, such as coronary heart disease,
hypertension, obesity and osteoporosis, can be caused or made worse by not getting
enough physical activity. Being physically active reduces stress, strengthens the heart and
lungs, increases energy levels, helps you maintain and achieve a healthy body weight and
can improve your outlook on life.

Until recently, there were no universally accepted guidelines for physical activity in
preschool-aged children. In March 2012, The Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology
released the first Canadian Physical Activity Guidelines for the Early Years (aged 0–4 years).
It also released the first Canadian Sedentary Behaviour Guidelines for the Early Years (aged
0–4 years).  
Sedentary behaviour means time spent not moving your body.  When a body is not active, it
is not exercising its muscles and not using very much energy.
Although it has been generally assumed that young children are very active on their own,
research has shown this is not correct. Many preschool aged children spend too much time
being inactive. Sedentary behaviour can negatively impact a child’s physical and mental
development and may be associated with increased body fat.  Some examples of inactivity
are light-activity play, watching television, computer gaming or playing video games.
Television, computer and video games are often referred to as screen time.
Recommendations from the Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology say that television
viewing should be limited to one hour per day or less for preschoolers. Children two years
and younger should not be exposed to any screen time.
Young children should be physically active daily as part of play, games, sports,
transportation, recreation and physical education.
Adapted from the Public Health Agency of Canada and Active Healthy Kids Canada (2012)
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Physical Activity Definitions
Physical activity can be defined as any bodily movement performed by the muscle that uses
energy.

Sedentary behaviour/time is the time spent inactive, or not moving.  This occurs when
children are sitting for long periods of time and engaging in activities that are not physically
active (such as watching TV, playing video games, in a stroller or high chair, etc.).
Fundamental movement skills are basic movement skills. They can be categorized into
balancing, locomotion or coordination skills.

Balancing (stabilizing) skills involve maintaining balance against gravity, such as holding
a front support position (using hands or arms to balance), or balancing on one foot.

Locomotion skills are the skills that allow children to move from one place to another in a
variety of ways such as galloping, walking, crawling, bear walking or hopping.
Coordination (manipulative) skills, sometime called hand-eye or foot-eye coordination,
involve gross motor manipulation of objects such as tapping a balloon with a bat, kicking a
ball or throwing a beanbag.
Structured/facilitated play is physically active time when a child is following movement
lead by an instructor or adult.
Unstructured/free play is physically active time when a child is moving their body in a
self-directed way.

Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Active Parent Role Modeling
Parental attitudes towards healthy lifestyle choices, including the physical activity choices
that parents make, have a huge influence on children’s physical activity behaviours. Here
are some tips to help parents model positive physical activity attitudes and practices for
their children.

Participate actively with your children.

Create active games with your children. Innovate with equipment and surroundings and
encourage them to as well. Invite children to create stories or characters to accompany
their active play.

Incorporate physical activity into daily activities. For example, grocery shopping can be a
more active task if you frame it as an adventure, where you might pretending to be animals
on a safari or secret agents running from spies.

Enjoy the physical activities you are participating
in with your children. If you are breathing heavily,
explain the benefits of this (cardiovascular
health; your heart is pumping blood around
your body to your muscles. Your muscles work
hard when you are active and by breathing
heavy the blood is bringing oxygen around
your body to your muscles and taking away
waste).
If there is a physical activity you avoid or
do not want to participate in, explain why.

Explain and propose physical activity as a
way of playing, or as a way of recreation.
While making clear the benefits of being
active, don’t make physical activity a
negative requirement. Don’t frame it as
something you must do, frame it as an
important, but enjoyable, activity.

Be active on your own time. Children need to see you making healthy physical activity
choices. Busy parents can increase their physical activity by scheduling time to be active,
taking a fitness class and doing a physical activity they enjoy such as cycling or hiking.

Fill family downtime with active games that require no equipment. Simon Says, Hide and Go
Seek, or Red Light Green Light can fill boring moments while waiting for an appointment or
stuck inside on a rainy day.
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Expose your children to a wide variety of physical activity options. Discuss preferred
activities, and let children plan how to be active as a family.

Vary the types of games and equipment used. Minimize overly competitive or games that
require a great deal of skill, and instead go for high-tempo walks, play soccer or catch, or go
for a bike ride.
Adapted from www.healthycanadians.gc.ca, www.webmd.com/parenting/raising-fit-kids/move/raising-activekids?page=2 and decoda.ca/ children-families/leap-bc/

Promoting Physical Activity at Home
Promoting physical activity in the home, and while with family, is extremely important in
creating a positive physical activity environment for your preschooler. Many of the games
outlined in this document can easily be adapted for home play, so be sure to ask your child
about the games they have played at
preschool. Asking your child’s ELP for a
copy of some of the games is also a great
way to extend at-school play into the
home.
A little flexibility with equipment and
space is all it takes to adapt some
school-based games for home. Try
taking a game outside, involving siblings
or neighbours, or creating stories to
extend a game. If you do not have the
equipment the game calls for, perhaps
you can create some together, or invent
a game with the equipment you do have.
Here are six active game suggestions
designed to fit the space and equipment
you might have available at home.

Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Homemade
Race Track
This game can easily be modified to meet your child’s interests. For example, it can be
a NASCAR race, a jungle parade or a fashion runway.
Physical activity links Muscular control, motor planning, spatial awareness, cooperation, focusing, physical endurance, running skills,
locomotion patterns, physical fitness

Language/literacy links Listening skills, pretending, vocabulary

Equipment Pillows
mats (from the bathroom, bedroom, door) .
comforters/blankets.
sleeping bags.
towels

Let’s play:

Where Outdoors (with different equipment, such as baseball bats,
hockey sticks, or sand castle moulds) or indoors

1. Set equipment on the floor to create a racetrack. Equipment should
border each side of the track, so that children are moving on the floor of
the home (pillows are the grass lining the race car track, or the pebbles
on the sides of the dirt road).

2. Explain that children must stay on the track at all times. If you wish,
touching the equipment can lead to a restart, having to do a silly task, or
can simply serve as a reminder of the task for children.
3. Children run around the track doing various activities.

4. Example tasks:.
Children do three laps running.
Children do three laps jumping, hopping, or skipping.
Crabwalk, bear walk, skipping, skating, hopping on one leg, driving a car

Adapted by Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Try this way:
•

Vary the design and complexity of the track to match your home and
child. Try tighter corners, snake-like designs or long straight stretches.

•

Having a starting or finishing point is optional. The course can be a loop
and laps can be counted.

•
•
•

Running is not required. Hopping, bear walking, crab crawling or
pretending to be an airplane are all great choices.

If playing with more than one child, have them start at various points of
the track.

Play music to match the tempo or theme of the activity. With some space
music, you can be asteroids in the solar system, or with some dance
music, you can be fashion models.
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Coloured Flashlights
This game is great for chilly or rainy days.
Physical activity links Muscular control, motor planning, spatial awareness, cooperation, focusing, physical endurance, running skills,
locomotion patterns, physical fitness

Language/literacy links Listening skills, pretending, vocabulary

Equipment Pillows
mats (from the bathroom, bedroom, door) .
comforters/blankets.
sleeping bags.
towels

Let’s play:

Where Outdoors (with different equipment, such as baseball bats,
hockey sticks, or sand castle moulds) or indoors

1. Get children to shine their flashlights on the roof and walls. Encourage
them to recognize which beam of light belongs to which person.
2. Various activities can follow:

3. Play flashlight chase or tag, with one light chasing the other.

4. Shine flashlight on the wall and get kids to touch it, or on the floor and
get them to jump on it. Move as quickly as your child can keep up.

5. Try to keep the beams of light together as you both move. Change .
pace and direction to match how your child can keep up.

Try this way:
•
•
•

Give each participant more than one flashlight.
Use the walls, floor and roof.

Challenge children to keep their flashlight pointed at the floor/walls/
roof while moving through different locomotion patterns, such as bear
walking or crawling.
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Ring the Bell
This activity can help to motivate kids who aren’t as enthusiastic about physical
activity to participate as they help to design and create the equipment.
Physical activity links Hand-eye coordination, visual skills, proprioceptive skills,
muscular control, goal achievement, motor planning, spatial
awareness, visual tracking, overhand and underhand
throwing

Language/literacy links Goal setting, predicting

Equipment Large cardboard cutout with small
bells tied to strings hanging off
the bottom.  This cutout can
be themed, shaped, and
coloured by children. .
At least one projectile
(ball, stuffed animal,
scarf) per child

Let’s play:

Where Outdoors or indoors

1. Create cardboard cutout. Attach bells to strings and hang from bottom.
2. Adult holds cutout appropriate distance from child.

3. Child tries to ‘ring the bell’ by throwing projectile to hit the bells.

Try this way:
•
•
•

Vary types of projectile – teddy bears fly differently than tennis balls.
Allow children to pick and discuss which works better.

Add cutout windows with bells within the shape to increase difficulty.
Vary the distance between the child and the bells.

Adapted by Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Touch That
Touch That is a great back-pocket game for parents, as it involves no equipment.

Physical activity links Muscular control, motor planning, spatial awareness

Language/literacy links Listening skills, co-operation, colour
identification, body part knowledge

Equipment None. Best played in a room where
touching the surroundings is allowed.

Let’s play:

Where Outdoors or indoors

1. Parents call out  “Touch something (name a colour)”

2. When this is called out, children have to locate this colour around the
room (or designated outdoor space) and touch it with their finger. They
will then freeze until a new colour is called.

3. Once all children have touched the colour and have frozen while touching
the colour, a new colour will be announced.

Try this way:
•

Increase the difficulty by getting the children to touch a certain colour
with a certain body part (e.g. touch something yellow with your knee).

•

Different locomotion patterns can also be used, such as “Everybody crawl
and touch something brown.”

•

•
•

The game can also be made more difficult by asking children to touch a
colour that is a specific shape (e.g.  ”Touch an orange square”).

Adapt this game to the seasons. For example, “touch a pumpkin” or “touch
a green leaf.”
To create challenge, have your child balance in different poses between
touching objects.

Adapted by Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Kite Flying
This activity incorporates creating kites, which can extend the duration and learning
potential of the activity. See Lets Make Crafts for Physical Activity section of this
manual for instructions on how to make kite with everyday household supplies.
Physical activity links Muscular control, motor planning, spatial awareness,
kinesthetic awareness

Language/literacy links Learning about gravity and wind, trial and error, predicting
Equipment Homemade kites
Where Outdoors

1.	 After the kites are built, try and fly them. Running starts are important

Try this way:
•
•
•

How seriously you approach kite building is up to you. Letting children
freely create anything they want to try as a kite provides a valuable
learning opportunity, and they will run around a lot trying to get it into
the air.
Try creating more than one kite, or modifying the kite

Try different ways of launching the kite, such as running really fast or
running up a hill

Adapted by Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Herding Sheep
This game is best played on a hardwood floor or around a kitchen table. Carpet is less
effective.
Physical activity links   Muscular control, motor planning, spatial awareness, oral
motor skills

Language/literacy links Predicting, co-operation

Equipment Five to 10 cotton balls per participant
Paper bags (or small plastic containers).
Sticky tack or tape
Where Indoors

1.	 Sticky tack or tape one to three paper bags per child at the edges of the
table or floor. If using plastic containers, tip them on their sides in the
same places. Spread cotton balls around the table or floor.
2.	 Children must blow cotton balls into the paper bags (and herd their
sheep into the pens). Explain that the sheep cannot be touched, only
blown.

3.	 If playing on the floor, children can crawl on their bellies or squat.
Encourage them to experiment with the best positions to blow from.

Try this way:
•
•

•

Adding more or less cotton balls or paper bags changes the difficulty.

Playing this game on the floor increases the physical activity demands.

Adding a straw to blow through changes the complexity of the game, but
should not be used if playing on the floor, as it is dangerous.

Adapted by Healthy Beginnings 2-5
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Sample Newsletters
Sample Newsletter #1 - Physical activity intensities
How hard should I be working my body?
Dear (insert centre name) parents,

This week, in the Healthy Beginnings 2-5 program, your child has learned about how hard
they should be working their bodies when they are physically active. The key messages
were the following:
•
•
•

When we move our bodies, how hard we are working can be grouped into three
categories: not very hard, kind of hard and really hard. These are also known as
light, moderate and vigorous physical activity intensities.

It is important to participate in all three types of physical activity, although
preschoolers should try extra hard to play at moderate and vigorous intensities for
as long as they can each day.
Higher-intensity physical activity can be lots of fun and can involve all kinds of
games.

A preschooler is doing light-intensity physical activity if:
•

They are not sweating.

•

They are able to sing a short song, such as “Twinkle Twinkle Little
Star” out loud while active.

•
•

Their rate of breathing has not changed.

They can maintain this intensity of activity
for a long time.
Activities include:
–

Wandering the playground

–

Playing catch

–

A short, slow walk
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A preschooler is doing moderate-intensity physical activity if:
•

They are starting to sweat (they are feeling sticky to their clothes).

•

They can have a conversation, but they cannot sing a song out loud while active.

•

Their breathing has increased slightly.
Activities include:
–

Jogging and climbing on the playground

–

Kicking a soccer ball with a buddy

– Longer duration walks, possibly up hills, on uneven terrain, or at a higher pace

A preschooler is doing vigorous-intensity physical activity if:
•

They are sweaty.

•

They cannot say more than a few words while active without having to catch their
breath.

•
•

They are out of breath during the activity.

They cannot maintain this intensity for more than a few minutes.

Activities include:
–

Fast-paced climbing and running on the playground

–

Highly active games with balls, such as relay races or kick-chase-retrieve games

–

Tag games, or other games that involve bursts of maximum-speed running

It is important to remember that parent modeling is key
to promoting healthy physical activity behaviours for your
child. Participate and play with your preschooler, and
challenge yourself to reach moderate to high intensities.
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Chickens Bark
This game is modeled on Simon Says, and works well at home because it can be played
with only one child and one adult. Try to pick active animals to act out, such as frogs hop,
eagles flap their wings or horses gallop.

Let’s play:
•
•

•

Parent calls out an animal and an action such as cats meow and
preschoolers will get on all fours and act like a cat meowing. Let them
act it out for about 30 seconds, then call a new action.
When the parent calls something the animal does not do, like ‘turtles
fly’, if kids begin flapping their wings, then the parent tricked them.
If preschoolers get tricked, they must perform a fitness task to their
ability such as 10 big jumps, 10 one leg hops or 10 belly to the floor
jump-ups.

Tree Huggers

This is a tag-based game, and can be played indoors or outdoors, with as little as two
participants. If playing indoors, substitute chairs, windows or doors for trees.

•

One parent or child will be designated as it. The rest of the players
will spread out, and stand hugging a tree. The trees are safe spots.

•

If playing with two players, whoever ‘wins’ each round (if the .
tagger tags the runner or if the runner doesn’t get tagged) gets to
think of a fitness task for the other player to complete, such as 10
jumping jacks, 10 long distance hops or running in place for 30
seconds.

•

•

When the it player yells “tree huggers“ all participants must run .
to a new tree. They can only be tagged when running from safe .
spot to safe spot

If playing with more than two players, once a player is tagged, they
must then help tag other players. The last player untagged becomes
‘it’ for the next round.

Adapted from www.csep.ca/CMFiles/Guidelines/CSEP-InfoSheets-adults-ENG.pdf and www.participaction.com/getinformed/physical-activity-guidelines/guidelines-for-parents/guidelines-for-parents-children-5-11/
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Sample Newsletter #2
- Fundamental motor skill development
Physical activity for my whole body:
Learning about fundamental motor skill development
Dear (insert centre name) parents,

This week, in the Healthy Beginnings 2-5 program, your child has learned about the many
different ways to be physically active. Variety in physical activity is important, as there
are three basic movement skills that preschoolers should work on developing. The key
messages this week were:
•

Doing many different types of physical activity is important

•

Learning these skills can help to set preschoolers up for trying more advanced
physical activities, like soccer, tennis, hiking, and gymnastics

•
•

Running, jumping, catching, throwing, and balancing are fun and important skills for
preschoolers to practice
Trying physical activity on different surfaces and using different
equipment, such as swimming, ice or snow activities, and bike
riding, is important

What are fundamental movement skills?

Fundamental movement skills are the basic patterns of moving the body.
These basic skills are involved in more complicated physical activities.
Preschoolers who develop these skills can feel more confident to
participate in more advanced physical activity and sporting activities as
they grow up.
Fundamental motor development skills fit into three broad categories.
Preschoolers should do activities and build skills from all categories:
Locomotion skills
•
•

Skills that are involved in moving the body forward,
backward, side to side, or up and down
Running, jumping, hopping, skipping

Coordination skills
•

•

Skills that use items you can catch and throw

Throwing, catching, kicking, batting/striking objects

Balancing skills
•

•

Skills that involve adjustments to hold the body upright or in one position
Balance adjustment, changing body positions
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What are some activities we can do at home to promote fundamental motor
development?
Many games involve a combination of locomotion, coordination and balancing skills, so
chances are your preschooler is already learning some of these skills. Try to pay attention
to their play, there might be a certain category of skills left out of most of your games, such
as manipulative or balancing skills, and try to incorporate these.
Here are some games that involve all three fundamental movement skills.

Roll Ball

Assemble all of the soft balls you have in your house, and play this game in an enclosed
room. Children need to run from one side of the room to the other, without any of the
rolling balls touching their feet.

Let’s play:
•
•
•

Designate one participant as a roller and the other as runner. Line all
the balls up on one side of the room. Have the runner line up on the
wall directly perpendicular to the wall with balls.
On go, runners run from one end of the room to the other, with rollers
rolling the balls into the middle of the room. Balls must stay on the
ground at all times, and should be rolled gently. If a ball touches the
runner, they become a roller.
If playing with two participants, if the runner gets touched, they have
to do a short fitness task such as 10 frog jumps. Rotate positions often.

Balloon-Minton

Swapping a birdie for a balloon helps to slow down the speed of badminton, while
increasing the unpredictability of the projectile.

Here are some suggestions for Balloon-Minton games using hands as racquets:
• How many passes can you keep the balloon up for?
• From how far away can you pass the balloon?
• How many passes can you make while standing on one leg? While crouched? What if
you have to reach up high or jump?
• Can you hit the balloon with both hands? With your feet?
• Can you pass the balloon with your belly? With your head?
• Here are some suggestions for Balloon-Minton games with racquets:
• How many touches can you keep the balloon up for by yourself? With a partner?
• How far can you hit the balloon?
• Can you hit the balloon when someone pitches it to you?
• Are there targets on the walls that you can aim your balloon at?
Adapted from www.canadiansportforlife.ca/active-start/physical-literacy-during-active-start-stage and
canadiansportforlife.ca/sites/default/files/resources/FMS%20Tools%20for%20Schools.pdf
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Sample Newsletter #3
- Physical activity and socialization skills
Learning about co-operation, imagination and self-esteem
through physical activity
Dear (insert centre name) parents,

This week in the Healthy Beginnings 2-5 program your child has learned about cooperation, creativity and teamwork while they have been physically active. Physical activity
can be an excellent way to promote positive social skills and emotional development for
preschoolers. To facilitate this, the children have been working on collaborative active
games this week. The key messages were:
Physical activity can help to make your whole body healthy, including the physical,
emotional and social parts. Preschoolers can learn more than just physical and
fitness skills while active.

•

Being active can help preschoolers feel more confident and proud of themselves, can
teach co-operation skills, and can foster their imagination. Physical activity can also
help to reduce stress for preschoolers .

•

Central non-physical skills and attributes that can be learned from physical activity
participation include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teamwork
Cooperation
Sharing
Peer negotiation/mediation skills
Tolerating failure
Tolerating the unexpected
Literacy skills
Language skills
Imagination/creativity
Increased ability to focus

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leadership Emotional regulation
Self-motivation
Self-expression skills
Rule-following skills
Managing anxiety and stress
Managing aggression
Sense of belonging
Sense of achievement
Self-confidence
Self-esteem

Does physical activity automatically teach my preschooler these skills? What games
can we play at home to facilitate positive socialization skill development?
While research on physical activity has shown that physically active children are more
likely to experience the benefits and gain the skills, outlined above, this does not happen
automatically. Rather, parental attitudes towards physical activity, the types of physical
activity provided, and the overall physical activity environment surrounding your
preschooler impact their ability to have a positive physical activity experience.
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You can provide your preschooler with a positive physical activity environment by:
•

Expressing your own positive attitude towards physical activity. Emphasize
enjoyment, play, and creativity.

•

Participate with your preschooler. Praise them often.

•
•
•

•

Do not focus on competition.

Focus on the processes, not outcomes, of physical activity. For example, when
playing soccer, praise your preschooler for effort or increased competence with
kicking skills. Congratulate them for goals, but do not emphasize this.

If competition arises, promote positive competition. Emphasize the mutual
participation of all players, as you need to co-operate to play. Allow your preschooler
to negotiate cooperative requirements with their peers
Set up games such that your child can achieve success, but do not make it so they
always succeed immediately. Tolerating challenge, failure and the unexpected is
important, as is eventual achievement

Here are two co-operative games that can be easily adjusted to match the challenge level of
various participants.

Tail Tag

Use fabric scraps, mittens or socks as tails, and tuck them into the pocket or waistband of
player’s pants. Remind players that holding on to their tails, tying them to their pants, or
hiding them are against the rules.

Let’s play:

• On go all players will run around trying to snag tails from .
other players. Once they get one, they will tuck it into .
their pocket with their other tails.
• Play for about four minutes and then get each player .
to count how many tails they have.
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Human Ladders
This game can be played as a race, or as an .
vobstacle/challenge course.

• Everyone sits in two parallel lines, with their feet straight out in front of
them, touching the feet of the person across from them. Their feet should
be about shoulder width apart.

• On go the people at the end get up, walk through the feet (or hop/run),
and sit down at the end.
• If someone is scared they may be stepped on, they can sit cross-legged
and the other players have to run past them.

Adapted from www.dsr.wa.gov.au/benefits-of-physical-activity-for-your-children and www.canadiansportforlife.ca/
active-start/physical-literacy-during-active-start-stage
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Sample Newsletter #4
- Screen time
Less screen time for more fun time!
Dear (insert centre name) parents,

This week in the Healthy Beginnings 2-5 program your child has been learning about
screen time. Screen time is any time that is spent in front of a TV, computer, video game, etc.
The latest Canadian data indicates that children who watch more than one hours of screen
time per day have double the incidence of being overweight or obese when compared to
children who watch less than one hour per day.
Screen time takes the place of essential physical activity.  Help minimize screen time for
your child:
•
•

Educate your preschooler and limit screen time to less than one hour per day and
keep children physically active.
Children should not be allowed to watch TV before two years of age and there
should be no TV in the children’s bedroom, no matter what the child’s age.

Tips to reduce screen time:

Talk to your family

Explain to your kids that it’s important to sit less and move more in order to be healthy. Tell
them they’ll also have more energy, and it will help them develop and/or gain new skills,
such as riding a bike or shooting hoops, that could lead to more fun with friends. Tell them
you’ll do the same.

Set a good example

You need to be a good role model and limit your screen time to no more than two hours per
day, too.  If your kids see you following your own rules, then they’ll be more likely to do the
same.

Log screen time versus active time

Start tracking how much time your family spends in front of a screen, including activities
such as TV and DVD watching, playing video games, and using the computer for something
other than school or work. Then take a look at how much physical activity they get. That
way you’ll get a sense of what changes need to be made.

Make screen time, active time

When you do spend time in front of the screen, do something active. Stretch, do yoga and/
or lift weights. Or, challenge the family to see who can do the most push-ups, jumping jacks
or leg lifts during TV commercial breaks.
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Set screen time limits
Create a house rule that limits screen time to no more than one hour daily. More
importantly, enforce the rule.

Create Screen-free Bedrooms

Don’t put a TV or computer in your child’s bedroom. Children who have TVs in their room
tend to watch about one and a half more hours of TV a day than those that don’t. Plus, it
keeps them in their room instead of spending time with the rest of the family.

Make meal time, family time

Turn off the TV during meals. Better yet, remove the TV from the eating area if you have one
there. Family meals are a good time to talk to each other. Make eating together a priority
and schedule family meals at least two to three times a week.

Don’t use TV time as reward or punishment

Practices like this make TV seem even more important to children.

Get active instead!

Watching TV can become a habit, making it easy to forget what else is out there. Give your
kids ideas and/or alternatives, such as playing outside, getting a new hobby or learning a
sport. Get outside and play as a family!
Adapted from: www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health/public/heart/obesity/wecan/reduce-screen-time/tips-to-reduce-screen-time.htm

Here are some ideas for the whole family to take part in together rather than
watching TV:
• Go on a walk or hike – pack a picnic dinner with some bottles of water and head out
to explore local trails, beaches, parks, etc. This will get the whole family outdoors,
spending time together and being active.
• Sign up for recreation activities in the evening, after school and work.  Spend an
evening or two at swimming, skating or sport lessons. Community centres often
provide many programs at the same time – parents can drop children off that their
class then spend some time in the gym for themselves.

• Make physical activities easy to access by setting up a badminton net, basketball hoop
or soccer/hockey nets in the backyard. Having play equipment that is easily accessed
increases the chances of use. Play games together as a family.

• When it is snowing, kids can head outside with parents to help shovel the snow. Shovel
the snow into a big pile and use it to create a snow fort together. This will increase
the whole family’s cardiovascular fitness, plus you get to have fun playing and being
creative together

• Be active with friends.  Make plans with family friends to spend time together being
active or trying something new. This builds in an obligation component to your active
time because other people are depending on you as well.  Go to the park together; take
a family craft or cooking class. This also helps build social skills for your little ones,
plus, you get some adult conversation as well!
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Your Tool Kit
Use this section to build in your own activities, recipes, games
or other resources that will help you to promote active living
and healthy eating habits to the children in your care.
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Physical Activity & Screen Time

Appendix	
  A	
  

Monday	
  

ELP	
  Led	
  
	
  
Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Location:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

ToolKit
Tuesday	
  
ELP	
  Led	
  
	
  

Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Location:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  
	
  

Wednesday	
  

Thursday	
  

Friday	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

ELP	
  Led	
  
	
  
Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Location:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

ELP	
  Led	
  
	
  
Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Location:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

ELP	
  Led	
  
	
  
Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Location:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

Active	
  Free	
  Play	
  	
  
	
  
Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Location:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  
	
  
	
  

Active	
  Free	
  Play	
  	
  
	
  
Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Location:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  
	
  

Active	
  Free	
  Play	
  	
  

Active	
  Free	
  Play	
  	
  

Active	
  Free	
  Play	
  	
  

Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Location:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Location:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Location:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

Coordination	
  

Coordination	
  

Coordination	
  

Coordination	
  

Coordination	
  

	
  
	
  
Locomotion	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Balancing	
  

	
  
	
  
Locomotion	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Balancing	
  

	
  
	
  
Locomotion	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Balancing	
  

	
  
	
  
Locomotion	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Balancing	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  

1.	
  
	
  
2.	
  	
  

1.	
  
	
  
2.	
  	
  

	
  
	
  
Locomotion	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Balancing	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

1.	
  
	
  
2.	
  	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  

Additional	
  Comments	
  (i.e.	
  Weather	
  conditions,	
  special	
  events,	
  etc.):	
  

	
  

	
  

1.	
  
	
  
2.	
  	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

1.	
  
	
  
2.	
  	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  

Please	
  use	
  this	
  template	
  for	
  planning	
  your	
  weekly	
  physical	
  activity.	
  Tick	
  off	
  or	
  circle	
  what	
  was	
  
completed.	
  	
  Cross	
  out	
  what	
  was	
  not	
  completed	
  and	
  if	
  possible,	
  state	
  the	
  alternative.	
  This	
  will	
  be	
  
submitted	
  to	
  your	
  co-‐ordinator	
  every	
  two	
  weeks.	
  
*	
  OD	
  =	
  Outdoors	
  ID=	
  Indoors	
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ToolKit
Example	
  physical	
  activity	
  plan	
  (full	
  day),	
  week	
  1:	
  

Monday	
  

ELP	
  Led	
  
	
  
Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  
60	
  minutes	
  (15	
  
minutes	
  each)	
  

Tuesday	
  

Wednesday	
  

	
  

	
  

ELP	
  Led	
  

Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  
60	
  minutes	
  (15	
  
minutes	
  each)	
  

	
  
Location:	
  

	
  
Location:	
  

	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

Active	
  Free	
  Play	
  	
  
	
  
Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  
60	
  minutes	
  (30	
  
minutes	
  at	
  a	
  time)	
  

Active	
  Free	
  Play	
  	
  
	
  
Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  

Playground	
  &	
  
Classroom	
  

Outside	
  (field)	
  &	
  
inside	
  (class	
  room	
  
space)	
  
Tag	
  (OD)	
  
Soccer	
  (OD)	
  
Catching	
  cups	
  (ID)	
  
Creative	
  balances	
  
(ID)	
  

	
  
Location:	
  

	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

Playground	
  
(jumping,	
  sliding,	
  
exploring)	
  &	
  
Classroom	
  (dress	
  up,	
  
make	
  believe)	
  

Outside	
  (yard)	
  &	
  
inside	
  (multi-‐purpose	
  
room)	
  

ELP	
  Led	
  

Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  
60	
  minutes	
  (15	
  
minutes	
  each)	
  

Thursday	
  

ELP	
  Led	
  
	
  
Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  
60	
  minutes	
  (15	
  
minutes	
  each	
  	
  

	
  
Location:	
  

	
  
Location:	
  

Outside	
  (playground)	
  
&	
  inside	
  (classroom)	
  

Outside	
  (playground)	
  
&	
  inside	
  (classroom)	
  

Friday	
  

ELP	
  Led	
  
	
  

Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  
60	
  minutes	
  (15	
  
minutes	
  each	
  	
  

	
  
Location:	
  

Outside	
  (field)	
  &	
  
inside	
  (classroom)	
  

Obstacle	
  course	
  (OD)	
  
Volleyball	
  Spikes	
  
(OD)	
  
Goalie	
  (ID)	
  
Yoga	
  poses	
  (ID)	
  

	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

Bounce	
  it	
  (OD)	
  
Knockdown	
  (OD)	
  
Freeze	
  dance	
  (ID)	
  
Hopscotch	
  (ID)	
  

	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

60	
  minutes	
  (30	
  
minutes	
  at	
  a	
  time)	
  

Active	
  Free	
  Play	
  	
  
	
  
Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  

Active	
  Free	
  Play	
  	
  
	
  
Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  

Active	
  Free	
  Play	
  	
  
	
  
Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  

Playground	
  &	
  
community	
  space	
  

Gym/multi-‐purpose	
  
room	
  &	
  Classroom	
  

Yard	
  &	
  Classroom	
  

Playground	
  &	
  
Classroom	
  

Hit	
  the	
  target	
  (OD)	
  
Bean	
  bag	
  golf	
  (OD)	
  
Freeze	
  dance	
  (ID)	
  
Animal	
  walk	
  (ID)	
  
	
  

	
  
Location:	
  

	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

	
  

60	
  minutes	
  (30	
  
minutes	
  at	
  a	
  time)	
  

	
  
Location:	
  

	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

	
  
Location:	
  

	
  
	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

60	
  minutes	
  (30	
  
minutes	
  at	
  a	
  time)	
  

	
  
Location:	
  

	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

	
  

Playground	
  
(jumping,	
  sliding,	
  
exploring)	
  &	
  indoor	
  
play	
  with	
  
community	
  centre	
  
equipment	
  

Coordination	
  

Coordination	
  

	
  

Coordination	
  

Yard	
  (running,	
  
exploring,	
  playing	
  
with	
  equipment)	
  &	
  
classroom	
  (indoor	
  
play	
  equipment,	
  
soft	
  balls,	
  music,	
  
dress	
  up)	
  	
  

Coordination	
  

Coordination	
  

	
  
Locomotion	
  

	
  
Locomotion	
  

	
  
Locomotion	
  

	
  
Locomotion	
  

	
  

1. Catching	
  cups	
  
2. Soccer	
  

	
  
Locomotion	
  
Tag	
  
Soccer	
  

	
  
Balancing	
  

Soccer	
  
Creative	
  balances	
  

	
  

1.	
  Hit	
  the	
  target	
  	
  
	
  
2.	
  Bean	
  bag	
  golf	
  	
  
Freeze	
  dance	
  

	
  
	
  
Balancing	
  

Animal	
  walk	
  

Gym	
  (running,	
  
jumping,	
  kicking	
  
the	
  ball,	
  bouncing)	
  
&	
  classroom	
  
(cups/cones	
  for	
  
jumping,	
  balls,	
  
music)	
  

60	
  minutes	
  (30	
  
minutes	
  at	
  a	
  time)	
  

Stilt	
  walking	
  (OD)	
  
Rolling	
  wheels	
  (OD)	
  
Simon	
  says	
  shape	
  
shifting	
  (ID)	
  
Bubble	
  chase	
  (ID	
  

1.	
  Goalie	
  
	
  
2.	
  Volleyball	
  spikes	
  
Obstacle	
  course	
  

	
  
	
  
Balancing	
  

Yoga	
  poses	
  

	
  

1.	
  Bounce	
  it	
  
	
  
2.	
  Knockdown	
  
Freeze	
  dance	
  
Hopscotch	
  

	
  
Balancing	
  

Freeze	
  dance	
  
Hopscotch	
  

Playground	
  
(jumping,	
  sliding,	
  
exploring)	
  &	
  
Classroom	
  (dress	
  
up,	
  make	
  believe,	
  
pretend	
  play)	
  

1.	
  Rolling	
  wheels	
  
	
  
2.	
  Bubble	
  chase	
  
Stilt	
  walking	
  
Bubble	
  chase	
  

	
  
Balancing	
  

Simon	
  says	
  shape	
  
shifting	
  
Stilt	
  walking	
  

Additional	
  Comments	
  (i.e.	
  Weather	
  conditions,	
  special	
  events,	
  etc.):	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  

Please	
  use	
  this	
  template	
  for	
  planning	
  your	
  weekly	
  physical	
  activity.	
  Tick	
  off	
  or	
  circle	
  what	
  was	
  
completed.	
  	
  Cross	
  out	
  what	
  was	
  not	
  completed	
  and	
  if	
  possible,	
  state	
  the	
  alternative.	
  This	
  will	
  be	
  
submitted	
  to	
  your	
  co-‐ordinator	
  every	
  two	
  weeks.	
  
*	
  OD	
  =	
  Outdoors	
  ID=	
  Indoors	
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ToolKit
Example	
  physical	
  activity	
  plan	
  (full	
  day),	
  week	
  2:	
  

Monday	
  

ELP	
  Led	
  
	
  
Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  
60	
  minutes	
  (15	
  
minutes	
  each)	
  

	
  
Location:	
  

Outside	
  (trail/path	
  
and	
  yard)	
  &	
  inside	
  
(class	
  room	
  space)	
  

	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

Walk	
  and	
  talk	
  (OD)	
  
Push	
  around	
  (OD)	
  
Cloud	
  catching	
  (ID)	
  
Freeze	
  dance	
  (ID)	
  
	
  

Active	
  Free	
  Play	
  	
  
	
  
Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  
60	
  minutes	
  (30	
  
minutes	
  at	
  a	
  time)	
  

	
  
Location:	
  

Field	
  &	
  Classroom	
  

Tuesday	
  

Wednesday	
  

	
  

Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  
60	
  minutes	
  (15	
  
minutes	
  each)	
  

	
  

Outside	
  (yard)	
  &	
  
inside	
  (classroom)	
  

	
  
Location:	
  

Outside	
  (playground)	
  
&	
  inside	
  (classroom)	
  

	
  
Location:	
  

ELP	
  Led	
  

	
  
Location:	
  

	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

Rocket	
  launch	
  (OD)	
  
Knock	
  down	
  (OD)	
  
Rainbow	
  scatter	
  (ID)	
  
Helicopter	
  (ID)	
  
	
  

Active	
  Free	
  Play	
  	
  
	
  
Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  
60	
  minutes	
  (30	
  
minutes	
  at	
  a	
  time)	
  

	
  
Location:	
  

Playground	
  &	
  
community	
  space	
  

ELP	
  Led	
  

Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  
60	
  minutes	
  (15	
  
minutes	
  each)	
  

Thursday	
  

ELP	
  Led	
  
	
  
Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  
60	
  minutes	
  (15	
  
minutes	
  each	
  	
  

Outside	
  (playground)	
  
&	
  inside	
  (classroom)	
  

Friday	
  

ELP	
  Led	
  
	
  

Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  
60	
  minutes	
  (15	
  
minutes	
  each	
  	
  

	
  
Location:	
  

Outside	
  (field)	
  &	
  
inside	
  (classroom)	
  

Obstacle	
  course	
  (OD)	
  
Bocce	
  (OD)	
  
Over	
  the	
  river	
  (ID)	
  
My	
  friend	
  beanie	
  (ID)	
  

	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

Tag	
  (OD)	
  
Rolling	
  wheels	
  (OD)	
  
Yoga	
  poses	
  (ID)	
  
Cloud	
  catching	
  (ID)	
  

	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

Active	
  Free	
  Play	
  	
  
	
  
Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  

Active	
  Free	
  Play	
  	
  
	
  
Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  

Active	
  Free	
  Play	
  	
  
	
  
Number	
  of	
  Minutes:	
  

Yard	
  &	
  Classroom	
  

Playground	
  &	
  
Classroom	
  

	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

	
  

60	
  minutes	
  (30	
  
minutes	
  at	
  a	
  time)	
  

	
  
Location:	
  

Yard	
  &	
  Classroom	
  	
  

60	
  minutes	
  (30	
  
minutes	
  at	
  a	
  time)	
  

	
  
Location:	
  

Catching	
  cups	
  (OD)	
  
Volcanoes	
  and	
  
craters	
  (OD)	
  
Simon	
  says	
  shape	
  
shifting	
  (ID)	
  
Bubble	
  chase	
  (ID	
  

60	
  minutes	
  (30	
  
minutes	
  at	
  a	
  time)	
  

	
  
Location:	
  

Field	
  (with	
  “sport”	
  
gear,	
  balls,	
  bats,	
  
hockey	
  sticks,	
  etc.)	
  &	
  
Classroom	
  (dress	
  up,	
  
make	
  believe	
  

	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

Playground	
  
(jumping,	
  sliding,	
  
exploring)	
  &	
  indoor	
  
play	
  with	
  
community	
  centre	
  
equipment	
  

	
  
	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

	
  
	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

Coordination	
  

Coordination	
  

Coordination	
  

Coordination	
  

Coordination	
  

	
  
Locomotion	
  

	
  
Locomotion	
  

	
  
Locomotion	
  

Locomotion	
  

	
  
	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

1.	
  Cloud	
  catching	
  
	
  
2.	
  Push	
  around	
  
Walk	
  and	
  talk	
  

	
  
Balancing	
  

Freeze	
  dance	
  

	
  

1.	
  Rocket	
  launch	
  
	
  
2.	
  Hit	
  the	
  target	
  	
  
Helicopter	
  

	
  
Balancing	
  

Rainbow	
  scatter	
  

Yard	
  (running,	
  
jumping,	
  kicking,	
  
throwing,	
  
bouncing)	
  &	
  
classroom	
  
(portable	
  indoor	
  
equipment)	
  	
  
1.	
  Bocce	
  
	
  
2.	
  Over	
  the	
  river	
  

	
  
Locomotion	
  

Obstacle	
  course	
  

	
  
Balancing	
  

My	
  friend	
  beanie	
  

Yard	
  (running,	
  
exploring,	
  playing	
  
with	
  equipment)	
  &	
  
classroom	
  (indoor	
  
play	
  equipment,	
  
soft	
  balls,	
  music,	
  
dress	
  up)	
  	
  
1.	
  Rolling	
  wheels	
  
	
  
2.	
  Cloud	
  catching	
  
Tag	
  

	
  
Balancing	
  
Yoga	
  poses	
  

	
  
What	
  Activities:	
  

Playground	
  
(jumping,	
  sliding,	
  
exploring)	
  &	
  
Classroom	
  (dress	
  
up,	
  make	
  believe,	
  
pretend	
  play)	
  

1.	
  Catching	
  cups	
  
	
  
2.	
  Volcanoes	
  and	
  
craters	
  
Bubble	
  chase	
  

	
  
Balancing	
  

Simon	
  says	
  shape	
  
shifting	
  
	
  

Additional	
  Comments	
  (i.e.	
  Weather	
  conditions,	
  special	
  events,	
  etc.):	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  

Please	
  use	
  this	
  template	
  for	
  planning	
  your	
  weekly	
  physical	
  activity.	
  Tick	
  off	
  or	
  circle	
  what	
  was	
  
completed.	
  	
  Cross	
  out	
  what	
  was	
  not	
  completed	
  and	
  if	
  possible,	
  state	
  the	
  alternative.	
  This	
  will	
  be	
  
submitted	
  to	
  your	
  co-‐ordinator	
  every	
  two	
  weeks.	
  
*	
  OD	
  =	
  Outdoors	
  ID=	
  Indoors	
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